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Abstract

The trellis source coder is a high performance source coder that operates at r
tively low complexity. Channel-optimised (CO) trellis source coding consists of a
jointly designed source encoder and decoder for a given noisy channel. As such,
the characteristics of the channel are an integral part of the overall design. This
thesis examines various methods of operation on the additive white Gaussian noise
( A W G N ) channel and provides an application to speech spectral parameter coding.
To achieve good performance on the A W G N channel consideration must be given
to using the continuous or real information provided by the channel. This work describes a number of systems that, variously, use different degrees of quantized channel information. If the decoder is constrained to accept information at the same rate
that the encoder provides, it is apparent that the use of a-priori information can
improve performance. While m a x i m u m a-posteriori ( M A P ) detection can considerably improve performance, such a system is not jointly designed. Hence a simple
decision-feedback detector is proposed and a joint system is developed. Performance
for the Gauss-Markov source is compared favourably against m a x i m u m likelihood
(hard decision) and M A P detection.
The second system partitions the channel output space into four regions (symmetric about the origin) converting the channel into a binary input, 4-ary output discrete memoryless channel ( D M C ) . The decoder operates directly with the
soft-decision information. The third system is estimation based. The decoder is
an optimum, non-linear estimator that accepts continuous information from the
channel. This system marginally outperforms the previous system indicating that
4-level quantization realises most of the gain of the infinite-level estimator. Further improvements to this system are obtained by extending the scalar trellis to a
two-dimensional vector trellis which also enables signalling in two dimensions. The
extension to a vector alphabet ( Q P S K signalling) yields a quite reasonable improvement without increased encoder computational complexity. A system representing a
joint design of trellis encoder, channel, estimator decoder and modulator is consid-
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ered. B y modifying the signal constellation the costs associated with a signal point

may be related to its position in the plane. Both constant energy, variable p

average energy constraints were imposed with each further improving performan
The Line Spectrum Pair (LSP) parameters of low bit-rate speech coders present

an ideal vector source for which CO trellis source coding is highly suited. T

primarily due to the strict bit-rate constraints, the high noise characterist

channel and the requirement of low complexity. The system is shown to offer go
robustness to very noisy channels at 33 bits/frame. For operation on the AWGN
channel it is shown that both MAP detection and estimator decoding provide a
worthwhile gain.
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Notation
In this thesis, the following acronyms are used:

Symbol

Meaning

AWGN
BER
BPSK
BSC
CELP

Additive W h i t e Gaussian Noise

CO
DF
DMC
DSP
GM
LPC
LSP
MAP
ML
PSD
QAM
QPSK

Bit Error Rate
Binary Phase Shift Keying
Binary S y m m e t r i c Channel
C o d e Excited Linear Prediction
Channel-Optimised
Decision Feedback
Discrete Memoryless Channel
Digital Signal Processor
Gauss M a r k o v
Linear Predictive Coding
Line Spectrum Pair
M a x i m u m A-Posteriori
M a x i m u m Likelihood
P o w e r Spectral Density
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

R(D)
RV
SNR
SQNR
TCM

Trellis C o d e d Modulation

VQ

Vector Quantizer

Rate-Distortion function
R a n d o m Variable
Signal to Noise Ratio
Signal to Quantization Noise Ratio

viii

The following mathematical notation is used:

Symbol

Meaning

linil

Cardinality of a set Cl

X

Cross or cartesian product

=

Equivalence

II II2

Squared Euclidean norm

V

For all

A

Matrix

Aij

Matrix elements (row, column)

E[\

Expectation operator

/(x)

Function of a vector returning a scalar

f(x)

Function of a vector returning a vector

inf

Infimum

log

Logarithm (base 2 by default)

AT(0,1)

Zero mean, unit variance Normal (Gaussian) distribution

p(x)

Probability density function of R V X

P(Xi)

Pr(X = Xi) (discrete R V

», 3

Real and imaginary lines

X|

Element of discrete set

X

R a n d o m variable

X"

n-fold cross-product random variable (n-tuple)

X

Vector [xi,... ,XN]

X

Vector random variable [Xi,..., X N ] T

X

Discrete alphabet/set, eg. X = {xi\ i = 0,..., J — 1}

xn

n-fold cross-product alphabet

X)
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The growth in digital communication since the mathematical background was laid
down by C. E. Shannon in 1948 has been phenomenal. This is due primarily to the
availability of high speed digital integrated circuits, improvements in digital transmission media (such as optical fibre) and the development of sophisticated digital
processing techniques. Due to the ever increasing need for fast reliable information
transferral, it is of paramount importance that the capacity of current communication channels is fully utilised.
This thesis is concerned with digital communication of analog sources. The
transmission of speech through a wireless medium is a major research area. This is
motivated by the ever-expanding cellular phone network and mobile-satellite communications. Through the use of digital processing of speech and digital communications the number of users a digital system can handle is greatly increased compared
with the analog equivalent. However, to cope with future requirements it is necessary that research is undertaken into fully utilising the capacity of the channels
available. While this work was motivated by digital speech transmission (and a major chapter presents work directly applicable to speech compression) much of this
thesis is concentrated on idealised sources and channels. This process, of course, is
always a prelude to research into real sources and real channels.
A basic digital communications system consists of a source and channel encoder,
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a modulator/demodulator and a channel and source decoder. Essentially, the source

coder compresses information while the channel coder protects this informatio

channel noise. The modulator/demodulator convey the information across the cha

nel. Traditionally, these components are designed separately and 'glued' toge

for the final application. Increasingly (and not just in digital communication

is common for systems to be designed jointly which invariably improves the ove

all performance. This work concentrates on a form of joint design of the sourc
coder/decoder and modulator/demodulator. The absence of a channel coder aids
the requirement for keeping the complexity and bit rate low. A key feature in

this system is that the source coder is not purely concerned with compression

keeping with the joint design philosophy, the source coder now accounts for th

modulator/demodulator and the channel; the source coder is said to be channeloptimised (CO).

The trellis source coder is a particularly powerful coder whose performance vi
tually surpasses any other source coder especially when complexity and memory
usage is taken into consideration. Additionally, the trellis source coder is

timised for the channel. The channel already considered in the literature is a

exclusively the simple binary symmetric channel (BSC). This thesis considers t

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. This channel, in fact, is a good

approximation for some real channels. While the AWGN channel is easily convert

to a BSC, this process irreversibly loses information. Within the channel cod

arena, it is quite common to use this 'soft' or unquantized channel informatio

improved performance. A prime concern of this thesis is to present a number of

trellis source coding schemes that, variously, use different degrees of soft i
during decoding.
The schemes presented modify the demodulator (the detector) and/or the de-

coder while the encoder is designed to reflect these changes. As the thesis pr

through each scheme, a general performance improvement is achieved in accordan

with the increasingly fine quantization of channel information. Each scheme h

its own merits depending on the availability of resources. Resources such as c
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plexity, memory and design-time are all limited to various degrees and each scheme
comes at a cost to at least one of these. In keeping with the underlying theme of
speech transmission, thefinalpart of this thesis is concerned with the application
of C O trellis source coding to an integral parameter of speech coders. This novel
application shows the usefulness of C O trellis source coding in a real coding environment. A number of the coding schemes for the A W G N channel are also adapted
to this application and present a promising method of further improving the quality
of speech tranmission over noisy channels.

1.1 Overview of thesis

A general overview of the thesis is presented. Additionally, each major chap
begins with a slightly more extensive review of its contents.
Chapter 2 provides the setting and background for the thesis. After describing
whereabouts this workfitsinto a general communication system it introduces the
systems and channels (with appropriate notation) which are considered in the thesis.
Thus Section 2.1.2 is extensively referred to throughout the thesis. Next, a number of
important concepts from information theory and rate-distortion theory are reviewed.
The chapter then leads on to a discussion of C O source coding. Using a vector
quantizer as an example, the essential concepts are covered. This is followed by a
review of literature associated with C O source coding. The trellis source coder is
next introduced in a formal manner (Section 2.3) to aid subsequent chapters. The
key topic of C O trellis source coding is then introduced which leads to an estimationbased description of the decoder. Finally it is demonstrated that, when compared on
an equal basis, channel-optimised source coding can outperform the usual technique
of separate source coding and channel coding.
Chapter 3 begins consideration of the A W G N channel. Essentially, this chapter is concerned with C O trellis coding with hard decision detection. That is, the
decoder is ultimately presented with a bit-rate equal to that which was transmitted. M a x i m u m A-Posteriori ( M A P ) detection is first reviewed and compared with
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M a x i m u m Likelihood ( M L ) detection which does not account for a-priori informa-

tion. While a joint system of CO trellis coding with MAP detection is attracti

the complexity of the encoder is impractical. A much simplified MAP-like detec

is then proposed (called a Decision Feedback (DF) detector) to which a modifie

CO trellis encoder can be matched. After formally describing the system a desi
method is given. The results demonstrate that this system clearly outperforms

equivalent BSC system. In addition it is found that if an unmatched MAP detect

replaces the proposed DF detector, further gains are possible. The gain achiev
this system comes at the expense of encoder complexity.

Chapter 4 considers a detector that passes quantized information to the decode

This 2-bit (4-ary) soft decision information (one bit coding rate) enters a d
with a greatly expanded codebook. The encoder complexity is unchanged through

precomputation of the distortion equation. The issue of quantization level des
is addressed. The performance of this system surpasses that of the DF system.
However, this system achieves its gains at the expense of memory usage.

If 4-ary quantization of the channel information improves performance one wou
expect a system using unquantized information to be even better. An optimal

decoding function is used based on a non-linear estimator. In this case, the d

is directly input real-valued channel information. The performance of this sys

slightly exceeds that of the 4-ary soft decision system. The encoder complexi
uncompromised and memory usage is also not an issue. However, the decoder is
now quite complex which also increases the design-time of the system.

The final part of this chapter continues with the estimator decoder but depart

from scalar trellises and the assumed BPSK modulation format. Coupling a vecto

trellis with an increased bit-rate enables the indexing of signal points in gr

one dimension while still maintaining the same coding rate (bits/sample). More

the computational cost is not increased. Consideration is given to constant en

and average energy constrained two-dimensional constellations. By modifying th
signal constellation, the costs associated with a signal point may be related

position in the plane. This system clearly demonstrates the advantages of join
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matching the source encoder to both the modulator and channel.
In Chapter 5 a practical aspect of channel-optimised source coding is investigated. The Line Spectral Pair (LSP) parameters are an easily compressible vector
source used in low bit-rate speech coding. The C O trellis source coder represents an
ideal coder for this application due to its computational efficiency and robustness
to noisy channels. Performance results are given for the binary symmetric channel
which confirm this. Next, consideration is given to operation on the A W G N channel.
T w o possibilities are carried over from the previous chapters. Firstly it is shown that
a M A P detection scheme can provide considerable improvement over M L or hard
decision detection. These results are then compared to a C O trellis LSP coder that
uses an estimator decoder. The performance of this system is found to be slightly
superior but in general comparable to the M A P detection scheme.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. The majorfindingsare reviewed and suggestions
are given for further work.
In Appendix A a number of interesting properties applicable to the source coder
are extended to the channel-optimised source coder. This is followed by a derivation
which shows that the overall distortion of a coder can be separated into distortion
due to quantization and distortion due to the channel. In Appendix B a useful
channel capacity approximation is derived for the quantization level design problem
of Section 4.1.1.

1.2 Main Contributions

The main original contributions of this thesis are listed in order of appearan
gether with the appropriate section number.

• In Section 2.4.2 an example is given which demonstrates that, on a rateconstrained, equal complexity basis, C O trellis source coding can excel over
separate source/channel coding.

apter 1: Introduction
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• A jointly designed C O trellis source coder and D F detector is introduced in
Section 3.2. The system provides equal-rate encoding/decoding of a source
over the A W G N channel. Descriptions of the encoder, decoder and detection
decision regions are given. Performance results show improved performance
relative to M L (hard decision) detection.
• C O source coding for the A W G N channel with 4-ary soft decision decoding is
introduced in Section 4.1. The results indicate a substantial advantage over
hard decision detection.
• A capacity-maximising argument to the 4-ary quantization level design problem is found to correlate well with the optimal (in a distortion sense) levels
(Section 4.1.1).
• A C O trellis source coder with optimum estimator decoding is introduced in
Section 4.2. The results indicate that infinite-level decoding realises a small
gain over the 4-level decoder.
• A C O vector trellis coder with estimator decoding is extended to 2 D signalling
in Section 4.3. It is found that the extension to vector alphabets provides
a worthwhile gain as are changes to the constellation (under constant and
average energy constraints). Favourable comparisons are made with a trellis
source coder/TCM system.
• In Chapter 5, a C O trellis source coder is applied to the coding of LSPs. Good
performance is reported relative to conventional schemes for a wide range of
BERs.
• Sections 5.4 and 5.5 demonstrate that M A P detection provides a worthwhile
performance gain for operation of the trellis LSP coder on the A W G N channel. A C O trellis LSP coder with estimator decoding provides comparable
performance.
• A number of properties pertaining to source coding are extended to C O source
coding (Appendix A.l).
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• A n approximation is given for the capacity of the binary-input, 4-ary output
D M C in Appendix B. This is useful for determining the capacity-maximizing
quantization levels of Section 4.1.1.

1.3 Publications
The following publications have resulted from this study:

• P. Seeker and A. Perkis, "A robust speech coder incorporating joint source a
channel coding techniques," in Proc. SST-90, (Melbourne, Aust.), pp. 46-51,
Nov. 1990.
• P. Seeker and A. Perkis, "Joint source and channel coding of line spectrum
pairs," in Proc. EUROSPEECH-91,

(Geneva, Italy), pp. 909-912, Sept. 1991.

• P. Seeker and A. Perkis, "Joint source and channel trellis coding of a Gaussian
source," in Proc. IREECON-91,

(Sydney, Aust.), pp. 297-301, Sept. 1991.

• D. Rowe and P. Seeker, "A robust 2400bit/s M B E - L P C speech coder incorporating joint source and channel coding," in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Acoust.,
Speech and Sig. Processing, vol. II, (San Francisco, U S A ) , pp. 141-144, Mar.
1992.
• P. Seeker and A. Perkis, "Joint source and channel trellis coding of line spectrum pair parameters," Speech Communication, vol. 11, pp. 149-158, June
1992.
• P. Seeker and P. Ogunbona, "Methods of channel-optimised trellis source coding for the A W G N channel," Abstracts of Papers, Int. Symp. Inform. Theory,
(Trondheim, Norway), June 1994.
• P. Seeker and P. Ogunbona, "Channel-optimised vector trellis source coding
for the A W G N channel," Submitted to Int. Symp. Inform. Theory & Applic,
(Sydney, Australia), Nov. 1994.

Chapter 2
Background and Theory
This chapter provides the setting and background for the thesis. Section 2.1 introduces necessary communication principles. A general model of a communication
system is presented including a brief description of its components. T h e thesis deals
predominantly with thefirsttransmitter stage of the system (source coding) and
two receiver stages (detection and source decoding). Section 2.1.2 details the digital
communication systems considered in this thesis. Channel definitions are given and
appropriate notation is introduced. Section 2.1.3 introduces some fundamentals of
information theory namely the important concepts of entropy and channel capacity.
Section 2.1.4 briefly reviews rate-distortion theory and establishes coding bounds
for the sources and channels of interest.
Section 2.2 reviews the objectives of source coding while considering the problem
of noisy channels. T h e concept of optimising a source coder for the channel is
introduced with the vector quantizer serving as a useful example. A review of the
literature associated with channel-optimised source coding is given. T h e coder of
choice, the trellis source coder, is presented in Section 2.3. This is followed by the
important topic of decoder or codebook design introduced from an estimation-based
perspective.
Section 2.4 examines a central theme of the thesis; that of replacing the trellis
source coder with one that is optimised for the channel. Being the core topic of
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the thesis, the development given covers all essential points, including development
of the channel-optimised cost function and decoder design also from an estimationbased perspective.
Finally, in Section 2.4.2 a comparison is made among a trellis source coder, its
C O version and a trellis source coder followed by a convolutional channel coder. It
is shown that at the same overall bit-rate and with comparable complexity, the C O
trellis coder can outperform the separated source and channel coder. This leads on
to a discussion of the coder's robustness to channel noise levels different from which
it was designed.

2.1 Communication System
2.1.1 General System

A basic digital communication system is depicted in Figure 2.1. The source gen
ates messages to be transmitted to a user via the channel. The source m a y be a
continuous (analog) signal such as speech or m a y be data already in discrete form.
In the case of a continuous signal a sampler and an analog-to-digital converter are
used to discretize the signal.
The source encoder attempts to reduce or compress the information from the
source. The encoder achieves this by reducing the redundancy of the source thus
lowering the bit rate presented to the channel. Fundamentally, the source encoder
m a y be designed without consideration of the remaining parts of the system apart
from the source decoder.

Chapter 2: Background and Theory
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Source
Encoder

Channel
Encoder

Modulator

Source
Decoder

Channel
Decoder

Demodulator/
Detector

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a digital communication system

The channel encoder attempts to protect the source coded information from

errors introduced during transmission over the channel. This is achieved by i

ducing redundancy in a controlled manner and hence increasing the bit rate. T

channel encoder is usually designed without consideration of the source code

vice versa. The justification for this is given by Shannon [90] who showed t

sub-systems may be designed independently without loss of optimality. Howeve

this applies for arbitrarily complex designs and is not practically realizabl
theless most systems are designed in a modular fashion with the source coder
channel coder designed independently.
The modulator converts the discrete data from the channel encoder to a wave-

form suitable for transmission over the intended channel while the demodulat

converts the channel corrupted waveform into a real-valued number or symbol.

performance of the modulator/demodulator is constrained by many factors incl

the transmitter power, channel bandwidth, channel noise characteristics and s
complexity.

Finally, the channel decoder followed by the source decoder attempt to recon-

struct the source. Various decoding structures are possible depending on how
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channel/source decoders use the demodulator output. A detector m a y be used to
make a decision, based on the received symbol (and possibly other information),
as to the value of the (discrete) transmitted data. Alternatively, the demodulation
symbol m a y be retained for channel or source decoding.
Distortion between the source and the reproduced version m a y occur due to two
factors; the source encoder may introduce distortion during compression while the
channel m a y introduce sufficient noise to cause the detector and channel decoder to
incorrectly decode the intended sequence.

2.1.2 Relevant Systems and Notation
The communication systems used in this study are represented in Figure 2.2. A key
characteristic of these is the absence of an explicit channel coder. The justification
for this is discussed in Section 2.2.

Xn

UneU
fe

Source

W

Source Encoder
1
1

*

AWGN
Channel
1 Discrete
I Memoryless
1 Channel

Z n ^

' — - 1 — '
A

"^

Detector

!

Xn
User

r

V
Source Decoder

4
^1

-*H

^

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a digital communication system relevant to this study

The source emits discrete-time symbols denoted by the continuous-amplitude
random variable (RV) Xn. The source encoder emits symbols denoted by the discrete
R V Un from an M-ary alphabet U = {u^i ~ 0,... ,M - 1}.

In this work we

consider two types of source decoder. Thefirst(and the most usual) type of source
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decoder accepts symbols denoted by the discrete R V Vn from a J-ary alphabet

V = {VJ;J = 0,..., J — 1}. The second type of source decoder accepts a real-valu
or continuous-amplitude symbol denoted by continuous RV Vn € 3£. The source

decoder emits reproduction values Xn from either a discrete set (usually termed
codebook) or from a continuous-amplitude alphabet depending on the form of the
input.

This work deals solely with encoders that use words of length m bits. Hence
M = 2 and U = {u0 = 0,«i = 1} with m-tuples Um € Um = U x • • • x U (m-fold
Cartesian product). The discrete-input decoders use words of length m symbols.
Typically J = 2 and V = {vo = 0,i>i = 1}. Words are formed by the m-tuples
ym £ ym

=

y

x

• • • x V. Likewise, the continuous-input source decoder uses

symbols from 3cm.
Three channel types are considered in this thesis, all are memoryless. The following categories are used ([79, sec. 2.4])
1. Discrete-input, discrete-output (DMC)
2. Discrete-input, continuous-output (AWGN channel)
3. Waveform or generalised AWGN channel
The discrete-input, discrete-output channel is termed a discrete memoryless
channel (DMC) and is characterised by transition probabilities P(Vn = Vj\Un =
Ui). These may be represented by an M x J transition matrix P with elements
Pij = P{Vn = Vj\Un = U{). Due to the memoryless channel condition, sequences
of channel inputs Un,Un--i,... ,Un-L are related to sequences of channel outputs
Vn, K-i, • • •, Vn-L by the joint conditional probability1
L

P(Vn,Vn-1,...,Vn-L\Un,Un-l,...,Un-L)

= UP(Vn-k\Un-k)

(2.1)

A;=0

The simplest D M C is the binary symmetric channel (BSC). It is a binary input,
binary output channel characterised by cross-over probability t. Thus
P(Vn = 0\Un = 0) = P(Vn = l\Un = 1) = 1 - e
1

FOT notational convenience P(Vn = Vj,... \Un = u,,...) is abbreviated to P(V„,... \Un,...)
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and
P(Vn = l\Un = 0) = P(Vn = 0\Un = l) = e
The discrete-input, continuous-output channels considered in this study are
formed as follows. Each component of the codeword U™ is modulated and demodulated independently by a binary modulation scheme such as antipodal amplitude
modulation ( A M ) or binary or quartenary phase shift keying (BPSK, Q P S K ) . Each
binary digit u, is mapped to an elementary waveform which can be considered to lie
on the real-line of a signal space diagram. For unit energy, antipodal signalling we
have the following mapping
Un = u0 = 0 => Un = u0 = +1
(2.2)

Un = U\ = 1 => Un = UX = -1
Hence the discrete channel input R V Un takes on values from W = { —1,+1}.
The continuous-output channel emits R V Z defined on the real-line -R. The
channel input/output relationship is described by the conditional probability density
function (pdf) p(z\Un = Ui). This channel is corrupted by additive white Gaussian
noise ( A W G N ) defined as Zn = Un + Nn where noise Nn is Af(0,a%). Hence

P(z\Un

= „,-) = -±=exp{-{-^l) (2.3)

As with the DMC, the joint conditional probability may be expressed as
L

p{zn,...,zn_L\Un,...,Un-L)=

Y[p(zn-k\Un-k)

(2.4)

k=0

The A W G N channel is both analytically useful as well as a practical model of a
channel. In fact, the galactic noise present in deep-space or satellite communications
has a very wide bandwidth and near-constant spectral density and is thus well
modelled as A W G N .
The discrete-input, continuous-output channel may be converted into a D M C
by quantizing the output into one of J symbols. If J = M
is said to be Aard-quantized while if M

the output symbol

< J < oo the output is said to be soft-

quantized. The conversion from continuous to discrete symbols is under the control
of a detector. This thesis considers a number of different detection schemes with
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the main difference hinging on whether a detection decision is made with or without
consideration of previous symbols (Sections 3.1 and 4.1).
The third channel model, and the most general, is the bandlimited and powerlimited waveform channel. Blocks of k = log2 M source bits m a y be used to select one of
M

= 2k deterministic,finite-bandwidth,finite-energy waveforms u(t) € {uk(t)\ k =

1,..., M } , t € [0,T) for transmission over the channel. The received waveform is
z(t) = u(t) + n(t) where n(t) is a white noise stochastic process with one-sided P S D
N0 and variance of, — ^f- per dimension.
It is well known ([113, ch. 2]) that the signals u(t), n(t) and z(t) m a y be
projected onto N

< M

orthonormal basis functions {(j>n(t),n = l,...,N) yield-

ing the A^-dimensional vectors u& =
z* = [zki,---,ZkN]T-

[u^, • • •, UkN]T •> n^ =

[riki, • • • ,rcfc/v

The transmitted signals consist of Uk{t) = }Zn=i ukn4>n{t),

k = 1,..., M . For the purposes of this study, the channel is best classified as an
idealised A^-dimensional coherent Gaussian channel representable in ./V-dimensional
Euclidean space [114, sec. 12.2]. In this work the dimensionality TV = 2, hence each
signal represents a point in 2D signal space. The two dimensions are often called
I/Q for in-phase and quadrature-phase.
The energy of the k-th signal is the square of the Euclidean distance ||ufc||2. From
(2.3) the conditional probability density of z given signal in is

d= d1 (25)

^ = -)-fe)"-*{ ^ }

The modulation method is largely unrestricted in this work, other than specifying
that it shall be linear and memoryless. Hence M-ary formats such as quadrature
amplitude modulation ( Q A M ) and M-phase-shift-keying ( M P S K ) are appropriate
[79, sec. 3.3].
A useful measure of the channel noise level is the channel signal to noise ratio
(SNR) defined as
SNR=10log10-^
where Eb is the energy per information bit.

(dB)
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2.1.3 Entropy and Channel Capacity

This section outlines the essential points of information theory used in this thes

Its main emphasis is to develop the definition of entropy and channel capacity and
determine the capacity of the channels used in this work. The reader is referred

to [73, ch. 15] for a consistent introduction to the concepts of entropy and mutua
information while [30, sec. 4.7] presents an advanced review of channel capacity.

Alternatively [8, sec. 5.1] and [79, sec. 2.4] provide a very readable introducti
channel capacity.
Shannon [90] introduced the concept of measuring the information content of a

source. Clearly such a measure must be related to the probabilities of events of t
source. A function that proves consistent with the normal meaning of uncertainty
is the entropy function (in bits)
H(X) = -jrp(xt)\ogP(Xl) (2.6)
where X is a discrete RV taking on values Xi;i — 1,..., TV with probability P(X =
X{) = P(xi). Upon observing the outcome of an experiment which realizes RV X
the information gained is equal to the entropy of X.
The entropy of a continuous RV X with density p(x) is by definition2
H(X) = E[-\ogP(X)]
/oo

\6. I )

p(x)\ogp(x)dx
•oo

The m-th order entropy of a discrete-time discrete-valued process Xn is the joint
entropy
H(Xn,Xn_a,..., Xn.m+1) = E[- log P(Xn, Xn-X,..., Xn_m+1)] (2.8)
The m-th order conditional entropy H {Xn \Xn-i,..., Xn-m) is similarly defined. The
conditional entropy is defined as
HC(X)= lim H(Xn\Xn-1,...,Xn.m) (2-9)
m—>oo
2

Often termed differential entropy. T h e actual entropy is infinite.
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while for an m-th order Markov process HC(X) = H{Xn\Xn^,... ,Xn-m). The
entropy rate
H(x)= lim H{Xl,...,Xm)/m
m—*oo

''

may be shown to equal the conditional entropy HC(X) [73, p. 567].
The function I(X, Y) is termed the mutual information of the discrete RVs X

and Y.
P(X,Y)

I(X,Y) =

E log

P{X)P(Y)m

(2-10)

= H(X)-H(X\Y)
= H(Y)-H(Y\X)

From a communications point of view, H(X) represents the amount of uncertainty
about a message source X before transmission and H(X\Y) represents the amount

of uncertainty about X after reception of Y. Thus I(X, Y) represents the amoun
of information resolved or conveyed by the channel.
The capacity of the channel models used in this thesis is now given. Let us
consider a DMC with input alphabet U and output alphabet V. For given channel
transition matrix P, I(U, V) is a function only of input probabilities P(Un =

P(ui). The value of I(U, V) maximized over all possible input probabilities is
the channel capacity (in bits per channel use) thus

C = max I(U,V) (2.11)
P(ui)

The capacity of the BSC is

C = 1 + eloge + (1 - e)log(l - e) (2.12)

The capacity of the binary input, AWGN channel is obtained by taking the

expectation form of the mutual information (2.10) (mixed discrete and continuo
RVs) to obtain

i=0,l
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where

P(*) = 2,
o E P(Z\U* =ui)
i=0,l

D u e to the symmetry of the channel, the m a x i m u m of I(U, V) occurs when the
input symbols are used equiprobably ie. P(Ui) = 1/2 [30, sec. 4.5]. Figure 2.3 shows
the dependence of the channel capacity on the signal to noise ratio. Also shown
is the capacity of a continuous-input, continuous-output A W G N waveform channel
[73, p. 562], [90]

1

/

FA

*-i*i+ S

(2.14)

N

To achieve capacity on the waveform channel, the inputs must have a Gaussian
distribution. The constrained inputs of the binary-input channel severely reduces
capacity at high SNRs.
The significance of channel capacity stems from Shannon's Noisy Channel Coding
Theorem [90] which states that there exists a coding scheme that can reliably (that
is, the probability of error tends to zero) transmit a source across a channel with
capacity C provided the entropy rate of the source H(X)

< C.

JO

1
u

-2

0

2

I01og(Eb/No) (dB)

Figure 2.3: Capacity of binary-input A W G N channel and Gaussian waveform channel
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2.1.4

Rate Distortion Theory

The subject of rate-distortion theory concerns the source coding of sources s
to a fidelity criterion. The minimum rate R needed to represent a source to within
a given distortion D is given by the rate-distortion function R(D). This function
describes the trade-off that exists between distortion and bit-rate for a given source.
The standard references on this subject are the books [7] and [30] but more accessible
introductions can be found in [11], [61], [75] and [91].
It is well known that good coding performance m a y be obtained by grouping
source symbols into vectors of length L. A measure of distortion between source
vector x and reproduction vector y is denoted by e?(x,y). Let P(x^) = P ( X = X;)
and let a mapping Q : X —> Y be described by the conditional probability Q(yj\x-i)The expected distortion per symbol between X and Y is

D(Q) = jE[d(X,Y)]

» j

For some distortion D, the rate-distortion function is the minimum mutual information (2.10) of X and Y for D(Q) < D. Minimizing mutual information is necessary
because the problem is to determine the least rate at which information needs to be
conveyed subject to the distortion constraint. The minimization can only be over
the mapping Q(yj|xj) since the source is given. Hence the L-block rate-distortion
function is
RL{D)=
V
'

inf
y/(X,Y)
Q:D{Q)<D L

By letting the vector lengths increase the rate-distortion function is the limit

R(D) = lim RL{D) (2.15)
L—>oo

The extension to continuous sources is straightforward by replacing summations
with integrals and probabilities with densities. For independent sources it is easily
shown that R(D) = RL(D).

The proof that the rate-distortion bound can be met

with increasing vector sizes is given in [7],
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This study examines two stationary sources, the independent zero-mean Gaussian source denoted by A^(0,<r2) and the lst-order autoregressive Gauss Markov
( G M ) source defined by
Xn = pXn-\ + Zn
where innovation sequence Zn is A/"(0, a2) and correlation coefficient p = 0.9. These
sources are commonly used to check coding schemes as the former represents the
least compressible source for a given variance while the latter is often a useful model
for real sources.
Typically, the rate-distortion function is difficult to determine. For the squared
error distortion (squared Euclidean distance)
p(*,y) = llx-y|l2
L

(2.16)

it is known for the memoryless Gaussian source and is given by [7, eqn 4.3.37]

R(D) = I

O2>D

|iog£

0

(2.17)
2

a

<D

The general expression for a stationary Gaussian source cannot be expressed in
closed form but is given parametrically by the following equations [7, eqns 4.5.28,
4.5.29]
D{6)

=

—

T

min{0,$M}<iw

I r
f *M1
=
max
log w

(2J8)

*w 47L {°' ^r

where $(o>), the power spectral density (PSD) of the source, is given by (o2 = 1)
\-p2
$
H - i_2/0cos(u;) + /o2
The implication of these results, together with Shannon's noisy channel coding
theorems, are that if distortion D can be tolerated, and if a channel with capacity
C is available, then provided R{D)

< C error-free transmission can occur with

no further distortion introduced. Frequently, a system designer is presented with
a channel with capacity C and a source with rate-distortion function R(D) with
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the objective being to transmit the source with minimal distortion. The inverse
function D(R) provides a measure of the minimum distortion achievable for a given
rate. By substituting the capacity of the channel, the distortion-capacity function
D(C)

provides a lower bound on the minimum distortion for a particular source

and channel. In Section 2.4.2 the performance of various coding schemes for the
memoryless Gaussian source and the B S C is compared to the D(C) bound.

2.2 Channel-Optimised Source Coding
Shannon [90] showed that a discrete-time source with entropy rate H{X) may be
represented by a code with average codeword length greater than or equal to H(X).
Thus the source entropy represents a lower bound on the number of bits needed to
represent a source without loss of fidelity. Source coders that achieve this are termed
noiseless source coders or entropy coders and include for example Huffman coders,
Lempel-Ziv coders and arithmetic coders [32, ch. 9].
Continuous-amplitude sources such as speech have infinite absolute entropy and
therefore any coding technique necessarily involves an increase in distortion.

A

continuous time source is generally sampled (usually at a rate greater than the
Nyquist rate) to produce a discrete-amplitude source with a certain entropy rate.
A source coder compresses such a source so that the entropy rate at the output is
less than that at the input. The relationship between distortion and bit rate is the
subject of rate-distortion theory and a brief discussion of the relevant theory to this
work was given in Section 2.1.4.
The reader is referred to [32] for an up-to-date summary of source coding techniques. The simplest source coder is the scalar quantizer whereby samples of the
analog source are represented by a binary codeword. Often called Pulse Code Modulation ( P C M ) , each codeword is taken independently from others. Variations on
this theme include differential P C M ( D P C M ) and delta modulation ( D M ) [43]. The
similarity between these schemes is that they are instantaneous coding techniques
that operate on a sample by sample basis. The use of delayed decision or multidi-
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mensional coders has led to lower distortion at lower bit-rates. These coders
on sequences of source samples and may release channel information at either a fixed
or variable rate. The simplest form is the vector quantizer (VQ) or block coder. This
source coder groups AT source symbols (usually N successive samples) into a vector
and matches it to one vector from a codebook of L vectors. Specifically, let a source
vector x = {XU...,XN}

be mapped to the z'th codebook vector y; = {t/tl,..., yiN)

by the quantizing function y = Q(x). Assuming a squared error cost function (2.16)
the distortion induced is equal to d(x,y{) = />(x,yt), while the quantizing function
is simply
Q(x) = y,-

if

<f(x,y,.)<</(x,yj)

Vj^i

(2.19)

The index i m a y be represented by n = log2 L bits and the bit rate is n/N bits per
sample. The decoder has a copy of the codebook and, upon receiving i, reproduces
y,. A good introduction to V Q which gives an insight into the reasons V Q has an
advantage over scalar quantization is given in [61]. V Q has spawned many variations
and is still the focus of much research effort into improving performance while coping
with the inherent high complexity. Variations such as tree-searched V Q (TSVQ),
multi-stage V Q ( M S V Q ) ,finite-stateV Q (FSVQ) etc. are covered in [32].
A different form of delayed decision source coding comes in the form of tree and
trellis coders. Both operate with a search algorithm that determines a path through
a sequence of interconnected branches, with each branch constituting a reproduction
value or values. In the binary case, the branch decision is conveyed by a 0 or 1 which
is transmitted over the channel. The decoder has a copy of the branches and traces
out the corresponding path with the received values. It is this ability for the encoder
to consider very long sequences of source symbols that give delayed decision coders,
such as the trellis, a performance advantage over block-based coders such as the
V Q . The trellis coder is the central theme of the thesis and is described in full in
Section 2.3.
A n essential criterion associated with a source coder is that the channel is presumed noiseless. The reason for this is a result of Shannon's source coding and
noisy channel coding theorems. That is, provided the output entropy of the source
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coder is less than the channel capacity (theoretically possible provided the source

entropy is less than the capacity) there exists a channel coder which can tra

the source coder output error-free. Hence to obtain distortionless transmissio

sufficient to apply a suitably powerful noiseless source coder whose output e

is less than the capacity and follow this with a suitably powerful channel cod

to obtain error-free transmission. Thus the source coder and channel coder may

be designed independently. Shannon's theorems imply, however, arbitrarily com-

plex coders and in many cases are not realizable. Nevertheless, most informati

transmission systems do operate with independently designed source and channe
coders.

The transmission of continuous sources presents a different problem. The anal

to digital conversion of such a source implies that any source coding techniq

introduce distortion. The distortion-rate function D(R) provides a lower boun

the distortion D that any source coding technique can achieve for rate R. Pro-

vided the channel capacity C > R, a sufficiently powerful channel coder can e

that the channel itself contributes zero distortion. Hence for a given channe

capacity C, the distortion-capacity function D(C) provides a lower bound on t

distortion achievable for a given source and channel. Once again, the implicat

is of arbitrarily complex source coders (to achieve the D(R) bound) and channe
coders (to ensure error-free transmission).

For practical coders and channels the usual approach is to design powerful so

coders which introduce minimal distortion and follow this by powerful channel

which attempt to ensure error-free transmission. The result is a tradeoff bet
the source code bit-rate and channel code bit-rate within the available rate

by the channel. If operating over a noisy channel, distortion is introduced by

the source coder and by the channel when the channel code fails to correct err

The former distortion is largely controlled or known at the encoding end whil
latter is typically unaccounted for.
A method to account for the distortion introduced by the channel can be seen

to be beneficial to the objective of minimizing the overall distortion. To ach
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this, some means of predetermining the channel noise is necessary and, in addition,
it is necessary that the effect of noise on the overall distortion be known.

The

first condition may be met from simply the knowledge of the channel characteristics
(eg.

A W G N channel with specified noise variance) or be obtained via feedback

from the receiver. Alternatively the encoder m a y estimate or guess the channel
characteristics or the expected range of noise levels. The second condition is in
many cases practically impossible to determine. The main problem comes from the
difficulty in determining not only the probability of error of a channel code but the
probability of a particular error and its effect on the overall distortion. In most cases
the former is quoted merely with an upper (union) bound while the second is rarely
attempted. It is for this reason that few attempts at designing a source encoder
that minimizes the expected distortion across a channel coder and noisy channel are
known to the author (see however [29]).
To circumvent this problem the simple solution is to eliminate the channel coder
entirely. The source code is now directly exposed to the channel and will be subject
to errors. The advantage is that it is now much easier to account for the expected distortion across the channel. Source coders of this type are called 'Channel-Optimised'
(CO) but the use of the term 'Joint Source and Channel' is common. This latter
term is perhaps better suited to the former situation where a channel coder actually exists. However, the term 'joint' does convey an essential meaning because the
encoder is designed for the channel and decoder while the decoder is designed for
the encoder and channel.
Using the V Q as an example, the objective of the encoder is to minimize the
expected distortion across the channel. Hence the distortion cost function needs to
be modified to
<*(x,y,-) =

E[p(x,Y)|isent]

= I>-y;ll2W)

(2.20)

<2-21)

J=l

where in (2.21) the specific index error probabilities P{j\i) are required. The quantizing function (2.19) is not modified. The index error probabilities P(j\i) is easily
evaluated if the B S C is assumed. For a cross-over probability e the index error
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probability is given by
P(j\i) =

d
e

*U')(i _ e)n-dB(j,i) ^222)

where dH(j,i) is the Hamming distance between indices j and i. A study of VQ fo
noisy channels is given in [14].

2.2.1 Literature Review

The following literature review covers those research papers that deal directl
C O source coding and as such predominantly consists of work that describes the
channel-optimisation of various source coders. Elsewhere in the thesis, literature is
introduced where it is relevant to the topic at hand.
Channel-optimised (CO) source coding is a reasonably new topic that has seen a
steadily increasing research effort over recent years. It has roots in [20] where a set
of necessary conditions were introduced for a digital encoder/decoder pair operating
over a noisy discrete channel. Although C O source coding is predominantly concerned with the encoding of sources whose entropy rate is greater than or equal to
the channel capacity H(X)
H(X)

> C some results are available for discrete sources where

< C. In [49] and [40] it was demonstrated that convolutional encoding and

sequential decoding can be used for noiseless source coding of a memoryless source
over a noisy D M C . This was extended in [35] where it was proved that there exists
noiseless sliding-block source codes (eg. trellis) that can ensure an arbitrarily small
probability of error. The importance of these results is that the usual separation of
source coder and channel coder is not necessary to obtain error free communication
as implied by Shannon's block source and channel coding theorems. Indeed, it is
pointed out in [9] that the rate at which the distortion decreases with increasing
block length is faster for joint source and channel coders than the usual composition
of source and channel coders.
C O source coding with a fidelity criterion (whereby H{X) > C) wasfirstconsidered in [51] within the context of a scalar quantizer ( P C M ) . The channel considered
is essentially a B S C although results are presented in terms of antipodal signalling on
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an A W G N channel. A set of necessary conditions for optimality were obtained. The

conclusion drawn is that by designing the quantization levels to account fo

noise a small gain is achieved at no cost. An important point which is commo

all CO source coders is that the coder should reduce to the equivalent sour

if the designated channel noise is zero. In CO scalar quantization the quant
levels reduce to those of Max [66]. CO scalar quantization was extended in

a more general sense to accommodate various codeword assignments, matching o

the number of quantization levels to the channel and consideration of gener
Gaussian sources.

The extension to delayed decision coding was made with a trellis source code

in [13]. Using proofs from sliding-block codes [35] (tree and trellis coder

example) it was proved that by minimizing the expected distortion across th

nel, a trellis encoding system could operate at the D{C) bound (in the limit

complexity). A method for labelling the trellis branches was given in [4] us
generalised Lloyd algorithm [101] and the performance of these systems was

mined for various sources operating on the BSC. The work presented in this s
essentially continues from [4].

The use of CO vector quantization can be attributed to [50] where the necess

encoding rule (2.20) and codevectors were developed while in [14] the issue

assignment was addressed. Small gains may also be obtained with VQs by simpl

reordering the codeword indices so that more likely errors are associated w

distortions. In this case no modification to the encoder cost function is ma

was addressed in [116] and also [14]. In [17] the performance and complexit

VQ is studied for the Gauss Markov source. The observation was made that for

a correlated source such as the GM source and for very noisy channel designs
encoder does not use all available codewords. This can therefore lead to a

reduction. The non-equal usage of codewords for this source is a key elemen
work.

In [110] the joint design of a VQ, modulation signal set and a linear estima
based decoder was introduced. A set of necessary conditions are derived and
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convergent algorithm is given. While the linearity of the decoder imposes a fu
mental performance limitation, the analytical tractability and good performance at
low channel S N R s support this technique. In [58], joint design of a C O V Q , signal
set and the optimal, non-linear, estimation-based decoder was reported. While the
non-linear decoder prohibits an analytical approach to design, the resulting system
(determined via general minimization techniques) hints at the gains achievable with
such a system. The main objective of Section 4.2 is to present a C O trellis source
coder used in conjunction with a non-linear estimator decoder. This work, carried
out independently of [58], also investigates the effects of changes to the signal set.
Clearly, with the increasing move to joint system design, this topic will become the
focus of more research effort in the future.
In [37] a novel approach to designing constrained V Q s is given. A k-hit word is
supplemented with r parity bits to form a k -f r bit codevector. The decoder is a
linear transformation of this codevector. Note that an unconstrained V Q may be
represented by appending r = 2k - k parity bits although the complexity increases
rapidly with increasing k. In [93], the (unconstrained) decoder is extended to operate
with soft channel information and a joint or C O system is subsequently considered.
In [96] a general framework was given which has the channel-optimised scalar,
trellis and V Q as special cases. Results were given for the vector trellis coder (a
trellis coder with more than one sample per branch) which were generally inferior
to that of the scalar trellis coder at equivalent complexity. In [70] C O multi-stage
V Q and tree-searched V Q was given. In addition a comparison is made between the
C O coders and the equivalent source coder tandemed with a channel coder under
a total bit-rate constraint. A C O finite-state V Q (FSVQ) was reported in [41].
The inherent feedback structure of F S V Q makes channel-optimisation very difficult,
hence modifications to the structure of the coder are necessary or side information
must be transmitted.
In applications involving real sources relatively few research results exist. The
C O scalar quantizer of [16] was applied to Discrete Cosine Transform ( D C T ) coefficients of images in [109]. The C O vector trellis of [96] was used directly on image
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pixels in [97] (the vector trellis codes at the fractional bit-rates used in image coding). In [81] a C O shape-gain V Q was derived and results were presented for image
coding. In [68] a C O coder constructed from the average of two smaller V Q s was seen
to be useful in comparison to conventional C O V Q . A n application to transformcoding of speech was given. In [69] the excitation codebook in a pitch-synchronous
C E L P speech coder was optimised for the channel.

2.3 Trellis Source Coding
A description is given of a standard trellis source coder appropriate for a
input discrete-output channel (ie. D M C ) . A description of the trellis source coder
is given in [32, ch. 15] while an advanced treatment can be found in [113, ch. 7].
The trellis source coder consists of afinitestate machine decoder and matched
encoder. The usual decoder (and the one described herein) is a shift register of length
K (the constraint length) that accepts discrete symbols from alphabet Va where a
is the number of bits per time interval, hence the bit rate is R = a bits/sample.
The contents of the shift register are used to index into a codebook C consisting of
the reproduction codewords x.
In the case where the codewords are actually vectors of dimension 7 the coder is
termed a vector trellis and the codewords are denoted by x with bit rate R = a/7
bits/sample. This type of trellis coder is used in Section 4.3 but at this stage only
scalar codewords will be considered which is easily generalised to the vector case.
A general trellis decoder (K = 3) is depicted in Figure 2.4 (a more specific
example is given in Figure 2.5). At time n the decoder accepts channel symbol
vn e Va and forms, with the previous K - 1 symbols, a codeword index of K
symbols (bits if J = 2) which indexes into the codebook. These previous K — 1
symbols form the decoder state Sd from decoder state alphabet Sd = Va x • • • x Va
(K - 1 fold Cartesian product). Hence the decoder has J0**"1) states and JaK
codewords.
The reproduction symbol or codeword formulation is described by the function
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xn = c(sd,n,vn) and the n e w state (obtained by shifting the received symbols to the
left) is described by sd>n+1 =

g{sd<n,vn).

It is often convenient to represent the K shift-register symbols by a single index.
This index is the binary word associated with the aK

bits and is denoted as j =

{sd,v). It is convenient to consider this index in the same way as the index for a
V Q that selects vectors from a codebook.
K symbol Shift Register
State (K-1 symbols)

a bits

Codebook

> x,

Figure 2.4: A K = 3 trellis source decoder

T h e encoder minimizes a per-letter additive cost function by searching an encoder
trellis. T h e trellis is a convenient representation of the decoderfinitestate machine.
Both are depicted at a single time instant in Figure 2.5. In this case the encoding
rate is R = 1 bit/sample (a = 1) and the constraint length K = 3. B y convention,
upgoing branches are denoted by bit value 0 while downgoing branches are denoted
by bit value 1. In the example, the decoder state is formed with the previous two
channel bits (11) and has received channel bit 0 forming a codebook index of (110).
W h e n the encoder alphabet equals the decoder alphabet (U = V ) the trellis
consists of the same n u m b e r of states as the decoder which are formed from the last
K — 1 transmitted symbols. Hence the encoder state se £ Se = Ka x • • • x Ua (K — 1
fold Cartesian product).

For the simple binary system shown U

= V =

{0,1},
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(M = J = 2) and the two state alphabets are equal, Se = Sd. From each state
emanates 2a branches representing codewords from C. The encoder, in state se,n
transmits symbol un G Ua and in doing so traverses one of the branches and changes
state according to se,n+i = g{sein,un). In the absence of channel errors the encoder
and decoder are in the same state, s6in = sd,n- The decoder upon receiving vn = un
decodes xn = c(sdtn,vn).
As with the decoder, it is convenient to describe the branch by an index which
combines the state and transmitted symbol. The index is the binary word associated
with the aK bits that uniquely specify a branch and is denoted as i = (se,u). For
instance, the index associated with XQ in Figure 2.5 is the binary word (110).
Encoder state A
0/x 0

Decoder state (2 bits)

1

1

0

o

2
<D
T3
O

O

Figure 2.5: A 1 bit/sample, K = 3 trellis source encoder and decoder

For a given source sequence, xn,n = 1,... ,L the objective of the encoder is to
find a path through the trellis to minimize the total distortion

D = Y.d(xn,xn) (2.23)
n=l

In general the additive cost function d(xn,xn) is a function of a distortion measure
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p{x,x). Throughout this thesis, the distortion measure is the squared error
p(x,y) = (x-y)2 (2.24)
with the vector equivalent given by (2.16). The source coding distortion function is
simply
d{xn,xn) = p(xn,xn)

(2.25)

This path selection can be performed optimally by the Viterbi algorithm [23] or with
sub-optimum search procedures such as the M algorithm [44] [2]. G o o d descriptions
of these algorithms also appear in [32, ch. 15].
A key part of such search algorithms is the per-letter or per-channel symbol
distortion function. T h e algorithms maintain a set of best-paths or survivors each
with a metric indicating the cost of using such a path. At each time instant the
metric is incremented by the per-letter distortion
d(xn,un\setn) = (xn - c(setTl,un))2 (2.26)
which is the distortion added to a branch indexed by un emanating from encoder

In [115] a comparison of the Viterbi and M algorithms was made for coding of a
number of sources. O n a complexity basis, the M algorithm proved superior but these
results were obtained for stochastically populated trellises. Codebooks designed
with an iterative algorithm (discussed in Section 2.3.1) significantly enhance the
performance of Viterbi-searched trellises. D u e to its optimality for a given constraint
length the Viterbi algorithm was used throughout this work.
T h e shift register decoder is a particularly simple decoder that leads to symmetrical trellises like that shown in Figure 2.5. It is not necessary, however, that this
structure be adhered to. Using simulated annealing it was demonstrated in [52]3
that alternative structures can lead to improved performance for the G M source. In
[45] a high rate trellis quantizer was pruned back (branches eliminated) and hence
bit-rate reduced with minimal loss of performance for the coding of speech. In
3

In Table 1, the constraint length pertaining to cols. 1 and 2 should be incremented
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both cases the encoder next-state function is simply described by a look-up table or
transition matrix.
A V Q is a vector trellis coder with constraint length K = 1. For instance, a V Q
of dimension 4 with 16 codevectors is equivalent to a trellis source coder with K = 1,
7 = 4 and a = 4. Because the V Q does not change state (previous codevectors have
no influence over current or future codevectors) a search algorithm is unnecessary.
A class of vector quantizers called Finite State Vector Quantizers ( F S V Q ) [26] are
closely related to trellis source coders. A F S V Q is simply a V Q that is permitted
to change state after each encoding and does not require an encoder search. A
vector trellis encoder is a F S V Q coupled with an encoder search algorithm [6]. The
next state m a p does not necessarily have to be in accordance with a shift register,
however this is the only mapping considered in this work.
Recently a new form of trellis source coding has been introduced called Trellis
Coded Quantization ( T C Q ) [63] and its vector equivalent [22]. This work is motivated from alphabet-constrained rate-distortion theory [74] and Trellis Coded Modulation ( T C M ) [107] [108]. Essentially, T C Q is a technique whereby an expanded
set of quantization levels are partitioned into subsets and these subsets are used to
label the branches of the appropriate trellis. This is the dual to T C M whereby symbols from an expanded (higher rate) signal constellation are chosen in such a way
that the Euclidean distance between allowable sequences is maximized. The Viterbi
algorithm is used at the decoder of a T C M system to determine the transmitted sequence closest to the received sequence. In T C Q , as with usual trellis source coding,
the Viterbi algorithm determines the sequence of branch transitions whose branch
values (reproduction values) are closest to the source being encoded. T C Q has the
advantage over usual trellis source coding in that the computational complexity is
lower (due to duplication of branch values) and performance is generally superior
(it is not restricted by a shift-register decoder). In fact, T C Q generally outperforms
most source coders to-date (memoryless sources) and predictive versions have been
developed for speech coding [64].
In terms of optimum performance, it was shown in [112] (also reproduced in
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[113, ch. 7]) that for memoryless discrete-time sources, a trellis source coder could
meet the R(D) bound as the constraint length increases. In addition a bound
was derived for the average per-letter distortion for a fixed constraint length. The
theorem, however, required the trellis to be time-varying, that is the codewords are
allowed to change at each coding instant. This constraint was removed in [34] and
the theorem was proved for ergodic sources.

2.3.1 Decoder/Codebook Design
The task of populating the trellis codebook was initially undertaken by random
placement of samples drawn from the same distribution of the source for which the
coder is to operate on. These stochastically-populated trellises form the basis of
theorems that prove that trellis source coders can meet the R(D) bound. Random
time-invariant trellis codes were used in [57] [18] (trellis is replicated at each time
instant) while in [115] a sequence of trellises was randomly populated (which is
then replicated). Time-varying trellises (different codebooks at each time instant)
provided good performance at high constraint lengths [74] but it was also shown
that good performance can be achieved using a very small number of codewords and
a sliding-block encoder.
Codebook design is a multi-dimensional minimization problem and hence all
methods known produce codebooks corresponding to local minima and there is no
way of determining if a codebook is globally optimum. The most c o m m o n method
(to be described herein) does produce good codebooks and in many cases the globally
optimum solution m a y be obtained.
The design method presented in [101] is a direct application of Lloyd's scalar
quantizer design algorithm [59] and the V Q equivalent [56]. The subject is treated
comprehensively in [32, ch. 11]. The design is based on a training set approach
whereby a long sequence of source samples (representative of the sources to be
coded) is used. The basic approach in coder design is tofindthe best decoder for a
given encoder and then find the best encoder for a given decoder ([20]); the latter
is simple, the best encoder is that whichfindsthe path m a p though the trellis that
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minimizes (2.23). This is optimally performed with the Viterbi algorithm.
The former problem is to find the best decoder for the given encoder. The task
is to determine the codebook lookup function c(sd,v) which minimizes (2.23) or
equivalently
D = E[p(X,X)}
2.27
=

2

E[(X - c(Sd,V)) }

From basic estimation theory (eg. [73, sec. 8.3]), (2.27) is minimized if

c{sd, v) = E[X\Sd = sd, V = v] (2.28)
In the assumed absence of channel errors vn = un\/n, hence the decoder tracks
the same state sequence as the encoder. The function c(sd, v) then represents the
centroid or the mean value of all source samples mapped to the index i = (se,u) at
the encoder, hence
E[X\Sd = sd, V = v] = E[X\Se = se,U = u] = E[X\i]
•

If the source and reproduction processes are jointly stationary and ergodic then
(2.28) can be well approximated by a long training set. The training set is said to
be partitioned into 2aK regions {f2;; i = 0,..., 2aK — 1} whose mean value (called
the centroid) is
c(sd,v) = E[X\i] = -±- £ x (2.29)
II"*II xea,
where ||n,-|| denotes the number of training samples in the partition 0,.
The process is iterated and at each stage the expected distortion can either
decrease or remain the same, hence the algorithm converges. It is worthwhile to
briefly examine the reasons for the non-increasing distortion at each stage. At the
codeword update stage, the centroid is that value which minimizes the mean-square
error of those source samples in that partition. Hence if the same path map were
to use these centroids, the distortion would not increase. At the encoder update
stage the encoder can, at least, use the same path map as the previous iteration
thus incurring no increase in distortion from the decoder update stage. The encoder
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is free, of course, to determine an alternative path m a p with the updated codewords
and further reduce the distortion.
Further issues concerning codebook generation can be found in [101] including
the useful method of generating codebooks by extension. This is where a smaller
constraint length codebook is used as the initial codebook for a larger constraint
length codebook. In general, this helps avoid sub-optimum codebooks and is used
throughout this work.
The generation of codebooks has been treated as a general optimisation problem
[27] whereby the codewords are treated as variables of the non-linear operation
of Viterbi encoding a training set. In [28], the conjugate-gradient algorithm was
used to design codebooks for a variety of sources that marginally exceeded those
generated by the Lloyd algorithm. Actual codewords are given for the Gaussian,
Laplacian and speech-model sources (1 bit/sample). In [71] simulated annealing
was applied to the problem of codebook design but resulted in little improvement
over the Lloyd algorithm with extension. This result supports the conjecture that
codebooks designed using the Lloyd technique (plus extension) are near globally
optimum.

2.4 Channel-Optimised Trellis Source Coding

The application of CO source coding to the trellis source coder is now describ
For a general theoretical development, the reader is referred to [13] which includes
a proof that such a system approaches the D{C) bound with increasing constraint
length.
A key advantage of the shift-register decoder is the limited effect bit-errors have
on the reproduction sequence. That is, a single bit-error entering a constraint length
K trellis decoder alters, at most, K successive reproduction values. It is this property that enables the trellis source coder to be optimised for the channel without
increase in complexity. Conversely, source coders with more sophisticated structures (eg. T C Q ) are somewhat precluded from successful channel-optimisation due
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to complicated error propagation effects.
The goal of CO source coding is to minimize the expected distortion between
source and reproduced source by accounting for the channel. The objective, then, is

for the trellis source coder to minimize E[p(X, X)] by suitable selection of a channe
sequence U. For a given source sequence, xn,n = 1,...,Z, the objective of the
encoder is to find a path un through the trellis to minimize (2.23) where now the
per-letter distortion accounts for the channel, thus (2.25) is modified to
d(xn,xn) = E[p(xn,X)\u(xn) sent] (2.30)
where u(xn) denotes the encoder index associated with xn (ie. in the binary case,
the K bits representing the encoder state and branch). As the reproduced codeword
is a function of the last K decoder inputs, ie. X = c(Sd, V) the encoder metric is
incremented with (c.f (2.26))
d(xn,Un\setn) = E[p(xn,c(Sd,V))\sein,Un]
= J^ 12 (Xn ~ C(5rf' v))2P(sd,v\setn, Un)
sdesdveva
By assuming a DMC and recognising that the encoder and decoder states are formed
from the past K — 1 channel input and output symbols respectively, using (2.1)
K-\

P{sd,v\se,n,Un) = ]~[ P(Vn-k = Vn-k\Un-k = «n-fc)

(2-32)

A:=0

which, if a BSC is used, reduces to the form of (2.22). If the source coder is optimi

for a noiseless channel, it is easy to see that (2.30) and (2.31) reduce to their so
coder equivalents (2.25) and (2.26) respectively.
The cost-function (2.31) in the form given represents a huge increase in encoder
complexity. The simplification given below is an essential feature of CO source
coding for without it, the increase in complexity would be unacceptable. This formulation was hinted at in [13] but is given in [88] and in [96] in a more general
development.
Expanding the squared term, (2.31) can be written as
d(xn, un|se,n) = x2n - 2xnml{se,n, un) + m2(se,n,un) (2.33)
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where the lookup-table constants are

mi{se,u) = Yl J2 c{sd,v)P{sd,v\se,u) (2.34)
sdCSd veva
m2{se,u) = Yl E c2{sd,v)P(sd,v\se,u) (2.35)
s<teSd v € V a

which are, respectively, the conditional first and second moments of the rep
value given the transmitted symbols.

The first term of (2.33) is common to all trellis branches and may be droppe

hence the calculation can be performed with a single addition and multiplic
- the same complexity as (2.26). The memory costs have however doubled, but

essentially the cost involved in channel-optimising the source coder is negl

2.4.1 Decoder/Codebook Design

The approach to CO codebook design ('noisy' codebooks) is a straightforward

sion of Lloyd's design method reported in [101] for the trellis source coder

codebook design was treated in [4]. The essential difference between this a

[101] is the centroid calculation, otherwise the design is identical. The de

the centroid calculation given below differs from that given in [4] in that,

with the source coder centroid derivation (2.29), an estimation-based develo
is given. A similar derivation is given in [96]. This method also forms the
decoder design in Section 4.2.

The task is to determine the codebook lookup function c(sd, v) which minimize

(2.27). By summing over the transmitted symbols (se and u) (2.28) can be expr
as
c(sd,v)= Y £ E[X\sd,v,se,u]P(se,u\sd,v)
se€Seu£Ua

which, by Bayes theorem, may be expressed as
i ^ V- V- rrvi ,P{sd,v\se,u)P(se,u)
c{sd,v)=J2
22 E[X\sd,v,se,u]

{2.6b)

These terms may now be expanded based on the encoding of a training set of

length L samples. As the channel is assumed memoryless, X depends on decoder
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index (sd,v) only through the encoder index (se,u),
E[X\sd,v,se,u] = E[X\se,u]
which are the centroids (2.29). Simplifying notation with i = (se,u) and j = {sd,v)
and using the total probability theorem
P('d,v)= J2 E P(sd,v\se,u)P(se,u)
se€5e u£Ua

which is equivalent to

PU) = Epti\i)P(})
i

Similarly
P(8e,u) = p(i) = \\ni\\/L
Combining these terms the codeword update is given as
C(sd,

v) = c(j) = ^ E £ xPU\i) (2.37)
X

which reduces to (2.29) for the noiseless channel. In [4] the centroid is also derived
for the absolute distortion measure and for the vector trellis with weighted squared
error distortion.
Kurtenbach [51] suggestedfirstdesigning a C O scalar quantizer for a low noise
channel and using the resulting codebook as a starting point for a higher channel
noise design. This suggestion was repeated for the noisy codebook design in [4] and
is used throughout this work.

2.4.2 Performance Results
Performance results of CO trellis source coders have been given in [4] for the Gaussian and Gauss Markov sources operating over a B S C . In [28] a trellis source coder
followed by a convolutional channel coder (overall rate R = 2 bit/sample) demonstrated that at low noise levels the error-correcting capability was wasted while at
high noise levels large constraint-length source coders performed badly. In comparison the C O trellis coders in [4] outperformed the tandem combination at high
channel noise levels even while operating at R = 1 bit/sample.
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To clarify and compare these results on an equal basis (same bit-rate, same

channel, similar complexity) a study was made to determine the advantages of C

source coding over source and tandem coding. The intention of this study is to

indicate whereabouts CO source coding fits into the two extremes of source co

with no channel coding and source coding followed by substantial channel codi

It is instructive to compare the coders operating at the same overall bit rate
This is in accordance with typical communication requirements whereby a fixed
bandwidth is allocated. Three coders are examined:

1) A trellis source coder, R = 2, K = 3
2) A CO trellis source coder (designed for a BER of 0.04) of constraint
length K = 3 and bit rate R = 2
3) A trellis source coder R = 1, K = 5 followed by a constraint length 4,
rate 1/2 convolutional channel coder with hard decision Viterbi decoding4
The number of branches searched by the Viterbi algorithm provides a rough
estimate of complexity. The computational burden for the source coder is the

as the CO source coder with 64 branches at the encoder and negligible complex

the decoder. The tandem system is approximately equally balanced in complexity

terms at both the encoder (32 branch) and decoder (32 branch); hence the overa
complexity is approximately the same as the source coder's.

A training set of 105 samples of a Gaussian source A/'(0,1) was used while 3276

further samples were used for testing purposes. The results, (also presented i

are illustrated in Figure 2.6. Included for completeness is the D(C) bound ev

using (2.12) and (2.17). The signal to quantizing noise ratio (SQNR) is used a

measure of distortion. For a source Xn reproduced as Xn this ratio is defined a

SQNR=101oglo4 (dB) (2-38)
A

where <r2 and o2q represent the source and noise (Qn = Xn — Xn) variances respectively.
Generator polynomials g0 = [1101], 01 = [1111], [79, sec. 5.3.5]
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The source coder is seen to excel at low B E R s (less than 10 -3 ) but performance
declines rapidly as the BER increases. The tandem system performs poorly at
low BERs (as a consequence of the rate R = 1 source coder) but maintains this

performance until the breakdown of the convolutional channel code. If the sour

coding rate was increased at the expense of the channel coding rate, the perfo

of the tandem system would tend towards that of the source coder. In compariso

the CO system is superior over the entire BER range. In particular, exceptiona

gain is attained at BERs less than 10-2 (in comparison to the tandem coder) whi

approximately 1 dB gain is maintained at higher BERs. Clearly, a key advantage
the robustness over a wide range of BERs.
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Figure 2.6:

Comparison of Source, Channel-Optimised and Tandem Source

and Channel Coders at approximately equal complexity; Gaussian source,
R=2 bits/sample

The issue of robustness to bit error rates different from that for which the

source coder is optimised presents a difficult design problem. If the channel

stationary, such as those experienced with a mobile channel, some ad-hoc mean
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choosing the target B E R is needed. Figure 2.7 illustrates K = 4, C O trellis source

coders designed for a range of BERs subjected to BERs from 0.0 to 0.5. Clearl

each coder excels at the BER for which it was designed. Coders designed for l

BERs suffer only mildly for low BER or noiseless channels yet provide conside

gain at higher BERs (relative to the source coder). This is in contrast to hi

designed coders that suffer poor performance at low BERs yet provide marginal
gains at high BERs. The key point is that quite reasonable gains may be made

a wide range of BERs if the source code is at least channel-optimised for a r

low BER. The design BER of 0.04 can be seen to fit into this category whereby

slight loss in performance for noiseless channels is traded off for quite lar

high noise levels. Rather than attempting to produce a coder that provides th

overall coverage (which depends on the error rate region of interest) much of

thesis concentrates on improving a coder's performance for a given channel no

level. In general, if a coder is improved for a particular noise level it fol
improved performance is obtained at other noise levels.
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Figure 2.7: Robustness of Channel-Optimised Source Coders; K = 4 , Gaussian source
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Another concern in designing a CO trellis source code is the effect of diffe
constraint lengths on performance. In [28] it was observed that for noisy channels the
small constraint length trellis source codes outperformed larger ones when operating
on very noisy channels. This effect was accounted for in [16] for the case of C O
scalar quantizers where the number of quantization levels was also a parameter in
the design. For very noisy channels, fewer input quantization levels were used. For
the C O trellis source coder it can be seen in [4,fig.3] that for the memoryless
Gaussian source little gain is achieved with larger constraint lengths, especially
for high noise level designs. The intuitive explanation for this is simple. Higher
constraint length trellises have longer shift-registers and hence an incorrect bit affects
a greater number of reproduction symbols. This is offset to some extent by the
greater freedom afforded in choosing the reproduction symbols. It is this latter
factor that accounts for this behaviour not occurring for other sources such as the
Gauss Markov source [4,fig.4].

2.5 Summary
This chapter lays the groundwork for the thesis. After specifying where the
fits into a general communication system, and after introducing necessary notation a number of results from information theory are provided. Such results provide the theoretically optimum performance attainable given arbitrarily complex
encoders/decoders. The chapter then leads to the concept of modifying the source
encoder (and dropping the channel encoder) to account for the noisy channel termed 'Channel-Optimised (CO)' source coding. A literature survey of C O source
coders follows. The coder of choice is the trellis source coder which is formally introduced. C O trellis source coding is then discussed and a codebook optimisation
scheme is introduced from an estimation-based perspective. The chapter concludes
with some performance results which include a demonstration that C O trellis source
coding competes favourably against the typically separate operations of source coding and channel coding when communicating over a noisy channel.

Chapter 3
CO Trellis Coding and Decision
Feedback Detection

The channel-optimised trellis source coding description (Section 2.4) has so
applicable only to the D M C or BSC. The more realistic discrete-input, A W G N
channel is accounted for implicitly by assuming the presence of a detector which
outputs discrete symbols thus converting the channel into an equivalent D M C .
The intention of this chapter is to investigate a C O trellis source coding system which retains equal encoder output and decoder input rates. Primarily, a
1 bit/sample system is considered although the principles are easily scalable to
other coding rates. This constraint is applicable, for instance, when a fixed B P S K
modulation system (operating on an A W G N channel) is in place and it is desirable
to present the decoder with information at a rate no greater than the transmission
rate. The relaxation of these constraints are considered in Chapter 4. Note, also,
that these restrictions preclude fair comparisons with T C M systems which use an
expanded signal set. It is proposed that gains over conventional hard-decision detection m a y be made by considering a detector that uses a-priori information about
the encoder.
Converting a real-valued demodulator output symbol to a discrete symbol causes
an irreversible loss of information to the trellis decoder. This is especially so if no
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prior information about the source is taken into consideration (Maximum Likelihood
(ML) detection). A feature of trellis source coding is that for highly correlated
sources the entropy rate of the channel information is less than the encoding rate.
This becomes even more pronounced should the coder be optimised for the channel.
M a x i m u m A-Posteriori ( M A P ) sequence detection uses a-priori information about
the channel information (or equivalently, about the encoder) during the process of
converting from demodulation symbols to discrete symbols. This results in a discrete
decoder input sequence that more closely resembles the encoder output sequence and
hence performance over noisy channels is enhanced.
Section 3.1 reviews M A P detection which is followed by a demonstration of its
applicability to improving the performance of a C O trellis source coder operating
on an A W G N channel.
The use of C O trellis source coding and M A P detection is however an ad-hoc
procedure in that the encoder is optimised for a certain B E R but, due to the presence
of the M A P detector, the equivalent channel contains memory and is considerably
more complex than the B S C for which the encoder is optimised for. Taking these
considerations into account, a much simplified MAP-like detector is proposed that
does account for a-priori source information and for which a joint system m a y be designed. Section 3.2 presents the detector development which is followed by the issues
of encoder, decoder and detector design. Subsequent to this (Section 3.3), performance results are presented which demonstrate that such a system does outperform
one with an M L detector. The chapter is summarized in Section 3.4.

3.1 Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) Detection

The objective of a detector (see Figure 2.2) is to reconstruct the channel inp
using the demodulation output symbols, as accurately as possible. The channel
model used is the discrete input, continuous output A W G N channel. Hence the
detector performs a mapping from Zn € K, the space of the Gaussian distributed
channel output symbol, back to the channel input alphabet (assuming antipodal
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signalling) W = {-1,-fl}. Following detection, the mapping
Vn = +1 => Vn = v0 = 0
(3.1)

Vn = ~l^Vn=v1

=l

completes the conversion to the discrete source decoder alphabet V.
The particular type of detector considered here is the MAP sequence detector.

The reader is referred to [67, ch. 3] for a good discussion on various forms o

decision criterion. The requirement here is to minimize the probability of err
decoding a sequence of channel outputs.
Suppose the decoder has received L symbols z = [z\,..., zL\T. To minimize the
probability of error of decoding the entire sequence, the decoder should find
most probable sequence
v = arg max P(U = u|Z = z) (3.2)
M£U'L

where the appropriate mappings (2.2) (3.1) are implied and u = [u\,... ,ui\T

and v = [i>i,... ,VL]T. This detection strategy corresponds to maximizing the aposteriori (MAP) probability of the message sequence. Various simplifications

(3.2) are possible depending on assumptions made about the source and channel.
Using Baye's rule, (3.2) is equivalent to
v = arg max p(z|U = u)P(U = u) (3.3)
ueu,L

If the message symbols are equiprobable, the second term may be dropped and th
detection rule corresponding to
v = arg max p(z|U = u)
U£U'L

is a maximum likelihood (ML) detection rule. The solution to these problems wa
first derived by Forney [23] via the Viterbi algorithm.
The first term of (3.3) corresponds to the channel characterization (2.4) and
second term may be expressed as
L

P{u)=TlPMUn-U---,Un-m)
n=l

(3-4)
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assuming the channel input to be an mth-order Markov source, with
P(un|un_i,...,Ui) = P(«n|«n-l,-..,«m).
By taking the natural logarithm, (3.3) is equivalent to
L
v = arg m a x £ loge ®{zn, un)
u
e"' L n=i
where
&(zn,un) = p{zn\un)P(un\un_u ... ,un_m)

A further expansion of loge Q(zn,un) results in the following detection strateg
L
v = arg m a x J2 iznun + rfloge P(un\un_u
^U'L

... ,un_m)}

(3.5)

n=l

which may be performed with the Viterbi algorithm. If the detection criterion
ML however, (3.5) reduces to the instantaneous detection rule
vn = arg max znun n = 1,..., L (3.6)
un£W

Note that ML detection is equivalent to the commonly used term of 'hard decisi

detection. For the purpose of distinguishing this type of detection from detec
that use a-priori information the term 'ML' will be retained for this chapter.
An efficient source coder removes redundancy from the source. Any inefficien-

cies, either from limitations of the source coder design or from incorrect ass

about the source statistics result in channel symbols that contain residual re

dancy. Equivalently, the channel information entropy rate is less than the cod
rate; H(X) < R. This residual redundancy may be used to combat channel er-

rors in a way similar to conventional channel coding whereby controlled redund

is inserted. A technique to utilize residual redundancy is reported for the DP

source coder [83]. It operates with a-priori knowledge of the source coder tra

probabilities and assumes a BSC. Similarly, in [46] the same principle was use

improve the performance of the same source coder followed by a channel coder. I

[98] the trellis source encoder output conditional entropy H(Un\Un-\,- • •, U

is observed to be less than the coding rate for the Gauss Markov and speech so
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Both sources exhibit considerable correlation and hence the structure of the shiftregister based trellis source coder is sub-optimum. Both schemes capitalize on the
residual redundancy to reduce the effective bit error rate, resulting in an increase in
the end-to-end S Q N R .

It is of interest to compare the MAP minimization strategies employed in [83
and [98]. Due to the memoryless channel condition
P(zn\un) = p{zn\un, . . .,Un_m)
hence

0(Zn Wn) =

'

Plu~~, u j
=

P\Zni Un \Un— l, • • . , W n _ m J

=

P\Un \Z-ai l^n—Xi • • • i ^n—m)P\Zn\Un—\

> • • • i ^n—m )

With m = 1 the first term is exactly the term chosen to be maximized in [83]
leads to a sub-optimum detection strategy considerably more complicated than (3.5);
a similar observation is made in [77]. Setting m = K - 1 gives the M A P detector
reported in [98].

3.1.1 Application to CO trellis source coding
The performance improvement made by MAP detection versus ML detection is a
function of the entropy-rate of the channel-information Un. The determination of
H(U) requires knowledge of all the statistics of £/„, hence the m-th order conditional
entropy (see (2.8)) H{Un\Un-i,... ,Un-m) is used as an approximation. For the
trellis source coder, setting m equal to K - 1 requires the knowledge of branch
probabilities conditioned on the state. These are typically determined during the
codebook training phase. As noted in [98], these probabilities are not equal for the
encoding of a Gauss Markov source. The question arises as to how these probabilities
change as the trellis source coder is channel-optimised, bearing in mind that the
lower the conditional entropy, the higher the residual redundancy, the greater the
benefit likely to be gained from using M A P detection.
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the dependency of the K—

1-th order conditional entropy of

the channel information for a C O trellis source coder encoding a Gaussian and Gauss
Markov source for various channel BERs. In this case K = 3 and the encoding rate
R = 2.
In both cases the conditional entropy eventually drops as the code is designed
for a higher B E R . Indeed for a zero mean source, as the B E R tends to 0.5 (capacity
of channel tends to zero) the optimum codeword values tend to zero. Hence the
quantizing noise variance tends to the source variance and S Q N R tends to 0 dB.
As a consequence of the zero valued codewords, the encoder need only transmit the
all-zero path, hence the entropy rate of the channel information H(U) —» 0. For
high B E R designs (eg. 0.1, 0.2) the branch-use probabilities become highly skewed
with some branches being used often and others used rarely if ever.
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Figure 3.1: Conditional E n t r o p y of C O trellis coders (K = 3, R = 2) designed for
Gaussian and Gauss Markov sources for various B E R s

The Gauss Markov source, due to its high correlation, is not ideally suited to
trellis source coding. Better compression can, in general, be obtained using predic-
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tive, subband or transform coding techniques (see however [52]). One effect of this is

the slightly lower channel information conditional entropy (1.87 b) compared t

of the independent Gaussian source (1.96 b). One should be aware, however, tha
maximizing entropy does not equate to minimizing mean squared error, although

they are closely related [43, sec. 4.6.2]. The issue of minimizing entropy whi

multaneously minimizing mean squared error is the subject of entropy-constrain

source coding [32, sec. 17.7] which is appropriate when a noiseless source cod

lows. In this case, the reduced entropy allows further compression of the sign

is especially appropriate for storage or archival systems where code informati
unlikely to be corrupted. The reduced entropy due to channel-optimisation is,

the other hand, useful in a different way - it allows a rudimentary form of ch
protection.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the performance of a K = 3, R = 2 bits/sample CO trelli
coder designed for a GM source and a BER of 0.1 but transmitted over the AWGN
channel at various channel signal to noise ratios. Two detectors are compared

and MAP. The results are the average of 20 simulations which ensured a standar

deviation less than 0.1 dB. It is clear that the MAP detector can capitalize o

the residual redundancy remaining in the channel information (conditional entr
1.15 b) giving an increase in SQNR especially as the noise level increases.

In Section 5.4 it is demonstrated that by operating a MAP detector prior to tr
LSP decoding, considerable robustness to channel noise can be achieved. While

entropy rate is one measure of the gain to be made from following an ML-detect

designed CO source coder with MAP detection, the coder's robustness curves (eg
Figure 2.7) influence the magnitude of the gain. This is discussed more fully
Section 5.4.
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source encoded with CO trellis (BER=0.1, K = 3, R = 2)

3.2 CO trellis with Decision Feedback detector
The system configuration is given in Figure 3.3. The C O trellis source coder thus

far described is designed for a BSC with prescribed BER. The use of ML detect
converts the AWGN channel to a memoryless BSC, hence the CO trellis may be

matched to this channel once the effective BER is determined. For channel inp

alphabet W and received symbol Z, the error probability (or cross-over proba
e) is given by
Pe= f° p(z\U = u0)dz (3.7)
J — oo

where p(z\U = u0) is the Gaussian density (2.3). Note that (3.7) is often expr
in terms of the error function or the Q function [39, app. E].
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M A P sequence detection requires delayed decision decoding and introduces dependencies between output symbols. The equivalent binary channel is no longer

memoryless and the determination of codeword transition probabilities requires
least the knowledge of 6-order conditional probability distributions where 8

Viterbi algorithm survivor length. Invariably, such probabilities are difficul
termine and may only be determined by Monte Carlo simulation. Likewise, due to
the detector delay, a matched encoder would need a long look-ahead type search
algorithm.
Due to these considerations a sub-optimum symbol-by-symbol detector is proposed which replaces (3.5) with the instantaneous detection rule
vn = arg max {znun + a2 loge P(un\vn-i = un_i,..., vn-m = un_m)} (3.8)
followed by the mapping (3.1). As a further complexity consideration, m is set

to K — 1 which is appropriate if the encoder output is a Markov source of order

K - 1. The detector is a decision feedback (DF) type detector and is loosely r

to the decision feedback equalizers used for equalisation of time-invariant li

channels [80], [79, sec. 6.5]. The detector is sub-optimum due to the assumpti
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the last m symbols were correctly detected; thus by itself, this detector has limited
capability. T h e detector is instantaneous and is equivalent to 'hard' quantizing the
channel output with consideration of a-priori information. It should be noted that
o p t i m u m instantaneous detection is implementable with a recursive formulation [1],
[77].
T h e detector m a y be considered to be a reduced Viterbi-searched M A P detector
with a survivor length of 6 = 1. T h e detector can be described by a trellis with the
same states and transitions (ie. constraint length) as the encoder trellis1 where the
detector states2 sd € Sd are formed from the past detected symbols un_i,..., u n _ K + 1 .
However, with the detector constraint length equal to the coder's (as in this work),
sd — sd and Sd = Sd = Se (see Section 2.3). T h e assumption that the last K — 1
symbols were correctly detected is equivalent to the assumption that the detector
has determined the correct state of the encoder ie. sd = se.
A n equivalent interpretation of this detection rule is to view the observable space
of Z as being partitioned into M

disjoint decision regions Aj such that if Zn € A3

then vn = Vj (see [113, sec. 2.2] for a generalisation). Hence for state sd a set of
decision regions are defined by A{sd) = {Aj{sd);j = 0,...,M - 1}.
all decision regions is denoted by C = {\{sd);sd € Sd}.

T h e set of

A decision region is thus

defined
Ai{sd) = {Z : Zui + a2\ogeP(ui\sd = se) > Zu3 + (r2N\ogeP{u,\sd = se) Vj ? i)
(3.9)
where the a-priori encoder transition probabilities P(ui\se) are given.
For an encoder emitting symbols Un the detector, in state Sd changes to state
S%+1 and releases Vn. T h e detection probabilities are given by
P(Vn = v:\Un = ut,Sdn = sd) = P(Zne\J\Un = ut,Sd = sd)
=

P

j\i,sd

iThe number of detector states would be different to the number of encoder/decoder states if

2

Note that the detector states are expressed as sd as opposed to decoder states sd
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which is the probability that following the transmission of symbol u;, the detector
in state s , u p o n detection, releases symbol Vj.
Hereafter, binary signalling is considered with W

= {u0 = -fT,wi = — 1 } . It

can be seen that for each state sd, Z is simply partitioned on the real axis into two
regions

AV) = {Z : Z > (3{sd)}
A V ) = {Z:Z<f3{sd)}
Figure 3.4 illustrates the detector trellis for a K = 3 system. The binary decision regions are indicated to the left of the trellis. Also shown are the decoder reproduction
codewords resulting from each detector decision.
T h e determination of the decision boundary fi(sd) requires finding Z so that the
inequality in (3.9) becomes an equality. This leads straightforwardly to [67, sec. 3.3]

The detection probabilities are given by
rP(sd)
d

Pi\o,s =

/

p{z\U = u0)dz

P0\o,sd =

l-Pi\o,s
(3.11)

J—oo
/•oo

^oii.s* =

/
p{z\U = u1)dz
'Pi**)

P1[ltSd =

l-Po\hs

It is clear that M L detection, corresponding to the case where all a-priori probabilities are assumed equal, results in j3(sd) = 0, V s d and P^sd = Pe, Vsd,j ^ i.
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Figure 3.4: Detector trellis diagram (A' = 3) showing binary decision regions per
state and resulting reproduction codewords

3.2.1

Encoder

A method of designing a channel-optimised trellis encoder that is matched or aware
of the proposed detector (3.8) is n o w described. T h e trellis interpretation of the
detector in Figure 3.4 resembles the trellis interpretation of the shift-register decoder
(observe the reproduction values pertaining to each branch). Therefore it can b e seen
that if the encoder can track (in a probabilistic sense) the detector state sequence,
for a given transmitted sequence, the encoder is then also aware of the reproduction
sequence. This allows the encoder to minimize the expected distortion across the
channel.
F r o m the point of view of the encoder, the operation of the detector m a y be
described b y M finite-state M a r k o v or transition matrices selected by the encoder
output s y m b o l uk. H e n c e the transition matrix T[uk] is defined with elements Tij
Tl3 = P(Sdn+x=sd\Un

= uk,Sdn = sd)

as the probability that, u p o n transmitting symbol Un = uk, the detector m o v e s
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from state Sd = sd to state Sd+l — sd. Of course, where transitions from one state

to another do not exist, T{j = 0. The detector state probabilities at time n a
represented by row vector qn with elements qn<i = P(Sd = sf). Thus following

transmission of symbol uk the detector state probabilities at time n -f 1 equa

qn+i = qnT[uA:]
For example, the transition matrix for the K = 3 detector (Figure 3.4) and
transmitted symbol u0 is
r

Po|o,o Pi\o,o 0 0

0 0 P0|o,i Pi\o,i

(3.12)

T[txo] =

P0\0,2 Pl|0,2 0 0
0 0 P0|0,3 Pl|0,3 _

Given an initial state probability vector qi and encoder output sequence u,; i =
1,..., n ; Ui eW the state probability vector at time n + 1 is obtained with
n

qn+i = qi II T[ui]
i=i

Hence an encoder which has knowledge of past transmitted symbols, can calcula

the probability of the detector being in any state at any time. The state det

the last K-\ detector decisions which gives the state of the decoder. The kno

of decoder state probabilities gives knowledge of decoder output symbol proba

ities. Thus the probability of any sequence being decoded for a given transmi

sequence may be determined. This is a necessary requirement of CO source codi
An examination of the encoder requires a formulation of the path metric in-

crement cost function. The inclusion of the DF detector complicates the probl
because the detector state is not a function only of the past K - 1 detected

(as with the normal shift-register decoder) but possibly many more past decis

This is because detection decisions are fed back which subsequently affects f

detection decisions. Hence it is necessary that (2.31) is expanded in terms o
past transmitted channel symbols
d(xB,u„|un_i,...,ui) =

E[p(xn,c(S , V))|u„,...,ui]
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£
E(Xn-c(sd,v))2P(sd,v\Un,...,Ul)
d
d
s es vev

= £ X>n ~ <Sd, v))2P(v\Un, a')P(/|uB-l, . . . ,
sdesd vev
= qnm(xn,un)

ttl)

(3.13)

where the column vector m(xn,un) has elements m;
J-I

mt = £ ( x n -C(4,Vi))2P(Vj\Un,Sdi)
3=0

The encoding operation is essentially a modification of the search algorithm

accomodate the detector state probability vector q. Figure 3.5 illustrates th

coding process. In addition to maintaining a set of candidate paths (survivors

their metrics, the search algorithm maintains a detector state probability vec

each survivor. Hence at the path elimination stage, each survivor's qn is upda
according to qn+i = qnT[un] where un is the survivor's new path extension. Note

that the Viterbi algorithm is no longer an optimum search strategy due to the
dence future path distortions have on the current detector state probability

That is, eliminating a path based only on its metric, precludes the possibili

path being useful in the future by virtue of a favourable detector state prob
vector. Thus look-ahead type search algorithms (e.g. M algorithm) are perhaps

more appropriate, however for reasonable channel noise levels no clear disadv
was found using the Viterbi algorithm.
Each survivor has a detector

Figure 3.5:

Encoder search strategy
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The issue of encoder complexity arises here. In its basic form (3.13), the com-

plexity per branch is proportional to the number of trellis states (dimension

and hence increases exponentially with constraint length. Note that precomputa

tion, as in Section 2.4, is not a feature of this encoder but it is possible f

Without complexity reduction, the high complexity of the encoder limits the co

straint length to about K = 6. A simple complexity reduction could be introdu

by noting that many components of q are close to zero (especially so for high

SNR designs) hence they contribute little to the metric and could be excluded
the cost calculation.

3.2.2 Decoder and Detector Design

The decoder and detector design entails selection of the codebook C and detec

decision regions C For a fixed encoding rule (3.13) the detector/decoder is o

in two steps with each step further reducing the distortion. By fixing the de

regions the codebook is first optimised using the generalised Lloyd algorithm
the codebook is fixed and the decision regions are optimised.

The first part of this optimisation, the codebook design, is an adaption of th

joint source and channel codebook design [4] which is based on the generalise

algorithm. The derivation is not estimation based as in Section 2.4.1 but fol

the derivative method given in [4j. Specifically, for a training set xn\ n = 1

squared error distortion measure and fixed decision regions C the encoder det
a path mapping un; n = 1,..., L that results in total expected distortion
L n-l

D = £ qi I] T[u,-] m{xn, un)
n=l

(3.14)

i=\

By setting the partial derivative of D with respect to a particular codeword c(sdti, Vj
= c(sf, Vj) to zero the codeword update is obtained thus
L
YXn<ln,iP(Vj\un,Sd)
Y<ln,iP(Vj\un,Sd)
71=0
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T h e second part of the optimisation procedure involvesfixingthe codebook and
determining a set of decision regions that will further decrease the distortion. The
definition of the detector (3.8) and the decision regions (3.9) presuppose correct
determination of the encoder state. If this is so, these decision regions and the
decision boundary (3.10) are optimum for the purpose of minimizing bit errors. If
the state determination is wrong, then these decision regions are unlikely to be
optimum. Channel-optimised source coding attempts to compensate for channel
noise by limiting its effect on the reproduced codewords. Complete consideration
of the source and reproduction words involves minimizing (3.14) with respect to
the decision regions; this is however, a very difficult task. The decision feedback
detector (3.8) may be regarded as a primitive channel decoder, that is, one that
uses the residual redundancy remaining in the channel sequence to reduce the BER
without considering the source and reproduction codewords. Minimizing the BER
of this detector is itself a difficult problem due to the feedback mechanism inherent
in it. As a consequence, the decision regions are based only on the a-priori channel
symbol information as defined in (3.9). This is a fair approximation as most of the
time the detector is expected to make correct decisions and hence be in the correct
state. Of course, as the channel SNR increases this approximation becomes more
valid. Much research has gone into investigating bounds to error probabilities of

decision feedback equalisers (see [48]). These results are largely inapplicable to the
detector considered here because each detector state has possibly different decision
regions.
With extensive multidimensional minimization of (3.14) (using non-gradient line
minimization) with respect to the decision regions the reduction in distortion over
a-priori probability based decision regions was no more than 1%, thus supporting the
procedure (see example below). Note that it is sufficient for the multidimensional
minimization to determine a set of decision regions that reduce the BER only (without regard to the total distortion D), since a reduction in BER implies a reduction
in distortion.
The algorithm is :
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1) Initialization: Given training sequence xn, target channel noise power a2,
choose an initial codebook C°, initial decision regions C° (both preferably
obtained from a coder optimised for a lower channel noise power). Set
iteration index m = 0 and D{~^ = oo and termination threshold e > 0.
2) Using the generalised Lloyd algorithm and centroid update (3.15) train
codebook Cm whilstfixingCm. Obtain Dm.
3) Using the a-priori probabilities obtained from the pathmap associated
with step 2, determine a decision region set £

using (3.9). Obtain D'

by encoding with £ and C m .
Optional: If D' > Dm, discard £ and use a multi-dimensional minimization technique to determine £ and D'.

Set Cm = £ and Dm = D'.
4) If (D™-1 -Dm)/Dm < e finish with the final C and C, else set m *- m + 1
and return to step 2.

The following example illustrates the differences between optimum distortion
minimizing decision regions and those designed using a-priori information and assuming correct state determination. It is desirable to continue with the K

= 3

coder as an example. This detector has four decision boundaries (Figure 3.4). For
codebooks trained for zero-mean sources (eg. Gauss Markov), the codewords are
distributed in a simple manner. In general, positive codewords are confined to the
'top-half of the trellis and negative codewords to the 'bottom half or vice-versa.
Codewords in the middle constitute transition codewords and m a y be positive or
negative. In fact a complemented path traverses codewords which are opposite polarity versions of the uncomplemented path. One result of this is that the decision
boundaries of 'bottom-half detector states are negated versions of those in the 'tophalf ie.fi(sd)= —f3(sd). This symmetry is shown in Figure 3.4 Hence for the K = 3
trellis there are only two independent partition boundaries /?(0) and (3(1). Figure 3.6
shows the dependence of D on these boundaries. Each point represents the distortion obtained from step 2 of the design algorithm (target N0 = 1.0) for each C as
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a function of /9(0) and /?(!). These results suggests that a global minimum exi
approximately at the point (/?(0) = -0.43,/?(1) = -0.27) (although it is not shown,
D increases rapidly as (3(0) and (3(1) approach -1). As suggested, a straightforward
approximation to the optimum decision boundaries comes from the a-priori information (3.10). These probabilities were P(uo|0) = 0.806, P(ui|0) = 1 -P(w o |0) and
P(tio|l) = 0.688, P(ui|l) = 1 - P(«o|l) giving (3(0) = -0.36 and 0(1) = -0.20. As
can be seen from Figure 3.6 the distortion exhibits a very broad minimum near the
global optimum and hence such small variations in the decision boundaries lead to
only slightly sub-optimum performance.

Figure 3.6: Distortion (dB) vs decision boundaries for K = 3 trellis; iV0 = 1.0

3.3 Results

The performance of the proposed coder is examined for the Gauss Markov source.
Each training sequence was of length 10 4 A samples (ie. proportional to the trellis
constraint length) and a test sequence of 16384 samples in length was used. All
channel simulations were conducted 20 times which ensured a standard deviation of
less than 0.1 dB. A signal energy of Eb = 1.0 was used throughout. Coders were de-
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1.25

where N0/2 = ^corresponding to the noiseless channel and S N R s (101og10^6/A^0)
of 6.0, 3.0, 1.25, 0.0 and -0.97 d B respectively. It is assumed that knowledge of the
channel noise level is available to the detector.
Distortion-rate bounds have been included by evaluating the rate at the channel capacity. The channel capacity of a binary input A W G N channel is given by
(2.13) and the distortion rate function for the Gauss Markov source is given by the
parametric expressions (2.18).
Table 3.1 lists the performance of the channel-optimised coders with decision
feedback detection (DF) (3.8) and M L detection (3.6). It is noted that both schemes
perform similarly at high SNRs. The gain of the D F detection scheme over the M L
scheme, in general, increases as the noise level increases but drops slightly with
increasing constraint length. The distortion-capacity bound shows clearly the large
gap between the theoretically optimum performance and practice.
Viterbi-searched M A P sequence detection (3.5) would be expected to further
improve performance for both schemes provided the channel symbol entropy rate
is less than maximum. This is the case in both instances and hence a comparison
is made between the two symbol-by-symbol detectors ( C O - M L and C O - D F ) and
the corresponding systems with sequence M A P detection ( C O - M L - M A P and C O D F - M A P ) . C O - M L - M A P is a standard channel-optimised encoder (which assumes
M L detection) which is, in fact, operating with sequence M A P detection. For C O D F - M A P , symbol-by-symbol decision feedback detection is simply replaced with
sequence M A P detection although the encoder assumes the D F detector is present.
Table 3.2 lists the performance of these systems. The performance is seen to improve
with increasing noise and constraint length, providing a further gain of up to 0.5 dB.
Significantly, for high constraint lengths and high noise levels, the proposed system,
with zero delay D F detection, outperforms an ML-based coder with large-delay M A P
detection.
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S Q N R (dB)

Length

Noise Density N0

K
3

4

5

6

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

ML

8.71

8.46

6.97

5.69

4.78

4.16

DF

8.71

8.49

7.14

5.97

5.28

4.73

ML

10.12

9.77

7.87

6.38

5.34

4.71

DF

10.12

9.82

8.03

6.68

5.82

5.21

ML

11.05

10.61

8.39

6.81

5.75

5.05

DF

11.05

10.63

8.56

7.09

6.19

5.47

ML

11.54

11.07

8.77

7.10

6.00

5.34

DF

11.54

11.05

8.88

7.35

6.41

5.69

13.2

13.2

12.8

12.1

11.5

11.0

D(C) bound

Table 3.1: Performance of C O trellis coders designed for symbol-by-symbol M L and
decision feedback (DF) detectors; G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample, E^ — 1.0.

Constraint

Target

S Q N R (dB)

Length

Detection

Noise Density N0

K
3

4

5

6

D(C) bound

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

ML

8.71

8.49

7.15

6.01

5.23

4.70

DF

8.71

8.50

7.22

6.15

5.55

5.02

ML

10.12

9.83

8.11

6.75

5.75

5.10

DF

10.12

9.84

8.18

6.90

6.10

5.44

ML

11.05

10.67

8.61

7.07

6.05

5.33

DF

11.05

10.69

8.68

7.24

6.41

5.73

ML

11.54

11.10

8.99

7.38

6.24

5.49

DF

11.54

11.12

9.03

7.58

6.58

6.00

13.2

13.2

12.8

12.1

11.5

11.0

Table 3.2: Performance of C O trellis coders designed for symbol-by-symbol M L and
decision feedback (DF) detectors, but followed by sequence M A P detection; G M
source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample, Eb = 1.0.
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Figure 3.7 illustrates these results for the K
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= 4 trellis. It is noted that a

coder designed for M L detection (CO-ML) but followed by sequence M A P detection
( C O - M L - M A P ) lifts performance to that of the proposed decision feedback system
(CO-DF). It is found that if the decision feedback detector of the proposed system
is replaced with sequence M A P detection ( C O - D F - M A P ) a further gain is achieved.
In fact a total gain over C O - M L of approximately 0.75 dB is achieved at low channel

SNR.

2

4

6

Channel SNR (dB)

Figure 3.7: Comparison of K = 4 C O trellis coders ( M L and D F ) with and without
sequence M A P detection; G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample.

A n investigation is made into the robustness of these coders to channel noise
levels different from that for which they were designed. A feature of C O coders is that
while performance is best at their design noise levels, good performance is achievable
at comparable noise levels. Generally, a C O coder designed for a high noise channel
sacrifices performance at low noise levels and vice-versa. Figure 3.8 illustrates the
performance of 32-state (K = 6) D F systems operating with M A P detectors. These
coders (MAP-0.5 and MAP-1.0) are designed for a channel noise of N0 = 0.5 and
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N0 = 1.0 ( S N R of 3.0 and 0.0 d B ) respectively and hence performance at low noise
levels is sacrificed. This is contrasted to the trellis source coder with sequence M A P
detection (MAP-0.0) of [98]. It can be seen that while the source coder with M A P
detection works well at high S N R s , its performance slips in comparison to the C O
coders' as the S N R drops.
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= 6 C O trellis coders (designed for D F detection)

but followed by sequence M A P detection. Noise level design : A^0 = 0.0,0.5,1.0
(Channel S N R s of oo, 3.0 and 0.0 d B respectively); G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1
bit/sample.

3.4 Summary
This chapter describes a m e t h o d of C O trellis source coding for the discrete-input
A W G N channel whereby the decoder input rate equals the encoder output rate. T h e
system primarily focuses on coding at 1 bit/sample and operating with antipodal
signalling.
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The principle of M A P detection was developed and the method of [83] was recog-

nised as a sub-optimum procedure. It was demonstrated that a MAP detector cou

improve the performance of a CO trellis source coder relative to conventiona
detection (which reduces to the BSC). A similar observation was made by [96]

the case of a non-CO trellis source coder. The gain achieved is a result of t
ual redundancy remaining in the channel information after CO trellis source

of correlated sources (such as the GM source). As the CO coder is designed for

gressively higher error rates, the residual redundancy increases and MAP dete
becomes more valid. An inconsistency exists, however, in that the CO encoder

not aware of the MAP detector and is not truly minimizing the expected disto

across the channel - the system is not jointly designed. Rather, the MAP dete

is acting only as a BER reducing device which necessarily improves performanc
The binary-input AWGN channel with MAP detection can be considered to be
an equivalent binary-input, binary output channel with memory. Consequently,

very difficult for an encoder to statistically account for the operation of t
A simple instantaneous detector is proposed which the encoder can track in a

bilistic sense and hence a joint system design is possible. The memory length

equivalent binary channel is now much less than if a MAP detector were opera

The detector is a decision feedback device which may be represented by a tre
the same number of states as the coder. Each state carries a binary detector

two decision regions. These decision regions allow greater control on the sep

or 'distance' between different channel sequences which translates into a red

in the expected end-to-end distortion. The encoder is an enhancement over con

tional CO trellis encoders in that it tracks the probability that a candidat

is decoded as another sequence for a detector that has memory. The chief draw

of the encoder is the increased computational complexity. This is due to the

that lookup tables, as normally used in conventional CO coders, are not appli

The complexity and delay of the detector and decoder is, however, negligible.

A procedure is given for designing the codebook and the detector decision re-

gions. The former problem is a straightforward extension of the standard CO t
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codeword design while a simple and effective solution is given for the latte
Results are given for the G M source at a coding rate of 1 bit/sample and demonstrate that improved channel noise immunity is obtained at low channel S N R s relative to conventional C O trellis coding with M L detection. Performance is similar
to the M L designed system operating with a M A P detector. In addition it is shown
that if the D F detector is replaced by the more powerful sequence M A P detector
(for which the encoder is not matched) further gains are made.

Chapter 4

Soft-Decision Channel-Optimised
Trellis Coding

Thus far, the CO trellis coder has been designed for a BSC or the discrete-i
A W G N channel. In the latter case (Chapter 3), due to the decision feedback detector,
the equivalent channel was converted to a binary-input, binary-output channel with
memory. The decoder was ultimately input 'hard' quantized information at the
same rate (1 bit/sample) that the encoder presented to the channel. The method
of determining the hard decision information varied. In the simplest case ( M L
detection) no a-priori information is used. The D F detector uses a-priori information
in an instantaneous decision while a M A P detector uses the same information but
delays the decision. Hereafter, the use of the term 'hard' decision is equivalent to
M L detection.
In this chapter consideration is given to the operation of the C O trellis source
coder over ID and 2D A W G N channels. In this approach, however, the decoder is
input channel information whereby the number of quantization regions is greater
than two ('soft' decision information). T w o extremes are considered - the channel information is quantized to four regions or the channel information is passed
unquantized (an infinite number of regions). In the latter case, the decoder is no
longer a lookup table (due to the continuous input) but a function of the received
real value.
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The use of a 2D AWGN channel (or 'waveform' channel) poses a new scenario,
whereby the encoder is linked directly to the modulator or signal constellation. A
C O vector trellis is used to index signal points from constant and average energy
constellations. Joint optimisation of the codebook and the signal constellation is
carried out for the continuous input decoder.
Section 4.1 discusses the simplest case whereby the demodulator output is quantized with two bits which are subsequently input to the expanded codebook trellis
decoder. The parameter controlling the performance of this system is the location
of the quantization levels. A n information-theoretic approach to determining the
quantization levels is found to be close to the brute force approach. Performance results are given which show that this system performs favourably against the decision
feedback system of the previous chapter.
Section 4.2 introduces a trellis decoder that accepts unquantized channel information. This decoding function is an optimum non-linear estimator that uses
a-priori knowledge of the encoder branch transitions and does not require an expanded codebook. The issue of channel-optimising the encoder to match this decoder is addressed and results are presented that demonstrate the superiority of this
technique.
In Section 4.3 the channel is extended from one dimension to two dimensions
while retaining the estimator decoder. Operating the trellis with a vector alphabet is
seen to improve performance at no extra computational cost. A joint matching of the
source encoder to both the modulator and channel is next considered. Unconstrained
P S K modulation is used and a design algorithm is presented. It is shown that
both the extension to vector branches and variations in the signal phases lead to
substantially improved performance. Further improvements are observed once the
constant energy constraint is relaxed to an average energy constraint.
In Section 4.3.4 comparisons are made with some published results. The summary and conclusion section (Section 4.4) discusses the advantages and disadvantages of these methods.
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4.1 CO Trellis with Soft Decision Decoding
The discrete-input, AWGN channel is considered. Thus far, the encoder output
alphabet Ua and the decoder input alphabet V a have been equal and consist simply
of the binary digits {0, l} a . In this section consideration is given to expanding the
decoder input alphabet V to have cardinality greater than two. This implies quantizing the real-valued demodulator output Z into J > 2 symbols. The quantization
shall be time-invariant, which converts the channel to a D M C .
The use of soft-decision information is fundamental to channel coding. In the
usual case, the demodulator output is used by the Viterbi algorithm in convolutional channel decoding to provide 2-3 d B coding gain over hard-quantized channel
information [79, sec. 5.3.4]. It is noted that quantizing the output to J = 8 levels
realizes most of the gain achievable with no quantization [79, sec. 5.3.8].
The use of a C O trellis coder with a binary-input, J-ary output D M C is supported by the general developments given in [13] and [96]. These do not, however,
regard quantization of the output of the A W G N channel. The use of an expanded
decoder input alphabet does not alter the encoder in any way. The encoder continues
to search an encoder trellis for a pathmap whose expected distortion is minimum.
The channel input alphabet (in this case, binary) is unchanged. The only difference now is that the expectation (lookup table constants (2.34), (2.35)) is taken
over a greatly increased number of codewords but the distortion cost function (2.33)
remains unchanged. Likewise the codebook design procedure (Section 2.4.1) is unaltered once the transition probability matrix P is known. The entries in P are
partially under the control of the design algorithm hence decoder design is a two
step procedure similar to the decision feedback system design of Section 3.2.2.
Due to the exponential increase in codeword storage as the decoder input alphabet increases, a limitation of J = 4 is imposed. Even with this restriction the
number of codewords increases rapidly with constraint length. For example, a 1
bit/sample (a = 1), K — 6 trellis decoder with J = 4 indexes 4 6 = 4096 codewords.
Large codebooks present many problems including difficulties with memory storage
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and design (training).
Selection of the quantization levels is the next consideration. They should be
time-invariant, hence each demodulation symbol is quantized in the same way and
the resulting discrete channel is memoryless. This precludes designing the levels
to account for a-priori probabilities as in Chapter 3. The advantage of this is that
precomputation is possible at the encoder. Because of time-invariant quantization
it is sensible to have quantization levels symmetrical about the origin. This also
reduces the number of free variables to one ((3) as Figure 4.1 demonstrates. A n
arbitrary numbering of quantization regions is also shown with V = {vQ = 0, v\ =
l,v2 =2,v3 = 3}.
Quantization Regions

P

\<-

^

->K-

P

-»

Quantization Levels

<r

•

>

+1

Figure 4.1: Quantization levels for 4-ary input decoder

The transition probability matrix has four unique entries P, given as the following
/•oo

P0 =

p(z\U = u0)dz

h
P\ =
P2 =
P3 =

/
Jo„
/

p(z\U = uQ)dz

/

p(z\U = u0)dz

p(z\U = u0)dz

J—oo

thus, due to the quantization level symmetry, the transition matrix P contains
entries Pij = P(Vn = Vj\Un = Ui) as
Po

Pi P2 P3

P3

P2 Pi Po

p =

4.1.1

(4.1)

Quantization Level Design

The determination of the optimum quantization level is, as with decision region
design in Section 3.2.2, a difficult problem. Variations in /5 alter the C O source
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coder's performance in a way that is difficult to analyse. Consequently, a method

of determining 0 is desired which does not require treating the trellis enco
source as a function of /? and then minimizing this function with respect to
An alternative method is presented which determines an approximation to the

optimum (3, however its evaluation is reasonably simple and, significantly, i
insight into why soft decision decoding improves performance.
The mutual information between channel input and output symbols represents

the amount of information conveyed by the channel. Intuitively, it would be s

to choose (3 to maximize the mutual information. Complete consideration of th

mutual information requires high order information. As noted in Section 3.1.1

order conditional entropies are dependent on at least the source and the des

noise level. However, the first-order entropy of the CO trellis channel infor

is very close to maximum (1 bit) regardless of the source or designed noise l
hence in the sequel a first-order approximation is used. When the inputs are

equiprobably, maximizing mutual information is equivalent to maximizing chann
capacity.
Reference to Figure 2.3 demonstrates that the capacity of the unconstrained

waveform channel exceeds that of the binary-input AWGN channel with the diffe

ence due to the restriction that the input is constrained to take on only two

a similar argument, the capacity of the quantized output AWGN channel (a DMC)

is less than if it were unquantized. Increasing the number of output quantiz

levels from two (a BSC, (3 = 0) to four results in a channel with increased c

The reason for this is straightforward. The definition of channel capacity (
be written (using (2.10))

C = max H(U) - H(U\V) (4.2)
P(u,)

The maximum is found when the inputs are used equiprobably hence H(U) is fixe

(and equal to 1 bit) and C is increased by reducing the conditional entropy H

The dividing1 of the channel output alphabet V into four regions rather than t
'This is termed a refinement
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cannot increase the uncertainty of U after reception of V (as the knowledge
four regions gives the knowledge of V in two regions), hence C can only increase or
remain the same.
Given that a refinement on the output alphabet increases the channel capacity
it is desirable to express the capacity as a function of /?. Expansion of C yields
C = l+Y,P(V = v3,U = ui)\ogP(U = Ui\V = vJ)
hj

k

N o w J2j P(V = Vj\U = Ui) is the same for all «,- hence choose Ui = u0. Thus
C = 1 - H(V\U = uo)-l-Y, fti) ^g /(;)
j

where

fU) = Ep(v

= vj\u = u*)

k

and thus
/(0) = /(3) = Po + Ps,

/(l) = /(2) = A + P 2

giving
C = 1 + E ^

lo

S pi ~ (Po + P*)

lo

g(^o + P3) - (Pi + P2) log(Pi + P2) (4.3)

j

The function C(/3) is illustrated in Figure 4.2 for Eb = N0 = 1.0. C(0) is the
capacity of the A W G N channel converted to a BSC. The capacity of the 4-ary
output D M C is almost 0.1 b greater with proper choice of (3. In Appendix B an
approximation Ca to (4.3) is derived which is useful for the determination of (3.
Figure B.l illustrates the variation in the capacity-maximizing (3 versus N0 for both
C and Ca-
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Figure 4.2: Capacity of 4-ary output AWGN channel vs (3, N0 = 1.0

The hypothesis that maximizing channel capacity reduces the expected distort
needs justification. In a different context maximization of channel capacity was seen
to be a good criterion to reduce the B E R in an automatic repeat-request ( A R Q )
scheme [53]. Similarly, the gain of soft-decision decoding over hard-decision decoding
can be formulated in an increased-capacity context [79, sec. 5.2.6]. Note that in this
case maximization of another quantity, called the 'cutoff rate', is preferred over the
channel capacity, eg. [55].
A method of computing the optimum (3 is now given and the resulting coder
is compared with that obtained using the m a x i m u m capacity criterion. The usual
procedure (and one which guarantees a local minimum) is to determine the optimum
/? for a given encoder and decoder. This however, entails treating the Viterbisearched encoder as a function (as in [28]) which is time-consuming. In this case
a less conventional procedure is used which determines the optimum codebook and
the optimum /? for the given encoder. For a given path mapping, variations in ft are
reflected in changes to the lookup-table constants which alter the total distortion via
(2.33). This permits quick evaluation of the distortion as a function of 0 through
a one-dimensional minimization algorithm. A Fibonnaci search routine was used
in this case [33, sec. 4.1.2.1]. In a later section (Section 4.3.2) an almost identical
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algorithm is formally defined.
A constraint length K = 3 trellis was used to encode a 16384 sample G M source.
Coders were designed using the above procedure (/?0pt) and using the 0 that maximizes the channel capacity (4.3) (/?cap)- The results, presented in Table 4.1, confirm
the capacity maximizing argument. The distortion value is the expected distortion
obtained during codebook design (training). The distortion versus 0 exhibits a
broad minimum with small variations in 0 (for instance by using Ca) having little
effect. This is especially so for low noise levels. The gain over hard decision decoding
(0 = 0, taken from Table 3.1) becomes more substantial as the designed noise level
increases.

S Q N R (dB)
Noise Density N0

Quantization
Level

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

0=0

8.71

8.46

6.97

5.69

4.78

4.16

/^cap

8.71

8.50

7.22

6.07

5.26

4.67

£opt

8.71

8.52

7.27

6.11

5.28

4.69

Table 4.1: Comparison of K = 3 trellis coder designed using hard decision, capacitymaximizing and optimum quantization levels; G M

source (p =

0.9), R

= 1

bit/sample, Eb = 1.0.

4.1.2

Results

The performance of the proposed coder is examined for the Gauss Markov sourc
The training and test conditions are identical to that of Section 3.3 and the results are compared to those presented there. The quantization level factor (0) was
determined optimally and found to be largely independent of constraint length.
Performance results are given in Table 4.2 which illustrates the gain over hard
decision decoding. With the exception of high constraint length coders at low N0
the soft decision system provides a useful performance advantage over the hard
decision system with gains of up to 0.7 d B achieved for high noise levels. The
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slightly inferior performance of the high constraint length, low noise coder
likely due to codebook optimisation problems. Training of very large codebooks is
often plagued with slow convergence to local minima.
A comparison with Table 3.1 demonstrates that this system outperforms the C O
trellis with decision feedback detection. This is especially evident for high constraint
lengths and very noisy channels where up to 0.3 dB gain is achieved. Comparing
these results to the D F system with M A P sequence detection (Table 3.2), it can be
seen that for low constraint lengths performance exceeds the M L system with M A P
detection and, as the constraint length increases, approaches that of the D F system
with M A P detection.

Constraint

Hard/Soft

S Q N R (dB)

Length

Decision

Noise Density N0

K
3

4

5

6

D(C) bound

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

H

8.71

8.46

6.97

5.69

4.78

4.16

S

8.71

8.53

7.29

6.15

5.28

4.73

H

10.12

9.77

7.87

6.38

5.34

4.71

S

10.12

9.87

8.22

6.86

5.94

5.27

H

11.05

10.61 8.39

6.81

5.75

5.05

S

11.05

10.51

8.78

7.33

6.41

5.72

H

11.54

11.07 8.77

7.10

6.00

5.34

S

11.54

10.82 8.65

7.66

6.72

6.03

13.2

13.2 12.8

12.1

11.5

11.0

Table 4.2: Performance of trellis coders designed for hard decision (J = 2) and soft
decision (J = 4) decoders; G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample, Eb = 1.0.

4.2 CO Trellis with Estimator Decoding
Soft decision decoding with J = 4 was shown to improve performance over hard
decision decoding at the price of substantially increasing the number of decoder
codewords. Increasing J would improve performance even further but the size of the
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codebook would be unacceptably large. Naturally, it would be desirable to ex
J to infinity (V = ft) and pass unquantized (real valued) channel information to the
decoder.
In Section 2.4.1 an estimation-based development was given for the problem
of decoder design. The decoder is an optimum non-linear minimium mean square
error estimator. The expression (2.36) was used to determine the optimum codeword
lookup function or decoder during the training phase.
By replacing discrete probabilities with densities, (2.36) can be formulated into a
decoding function rather than a lookup table. In (2.36) the decoder is conveniently
represented by the current state, current received symbol format: c(sd,v). In the
continuous case the concept of a decoder state is less useful. Hence in the sequel
the decoder is a function of the most recently received real-valued channel symbols
and the state variables are dropped. Thus the decoder is input the aK-dimensional
continuous (column) vector z = (sd,v) consisting of the last K received channel
symbols. Similarly, an encoder index can be represented by discrete (column) vector
u e = (se,u) consisting of aK

bits converted according to the standard mapping

(2.2).
Thus using the appropriate notation the decoder function is
c z

( )= 2^ E[X\z,ue\ — (4.4)

As in Section 2.4.1 these terms may be expanded so that
£[X|z,ue]=P[X|ue] (4.5)

represents the mean of those source values encoded by the index or branch (se
while P(u e ) is the probability of that branch being chosen.
As in (2.32) the channel probability density may be expanded to
aK-l

p(z|ue) =

JJ p(zk\Uek = uek)
k=o

while p(z) m a y be expressed as
J>(z) = $3 p(z|ue)P(ue)
Ue€ WaK
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Cancelling common terms (4.4) may be written as

£ E[X\ue}e=^P(ue)
c(z) = H i i i ^

£

e-^^P(ue)
aA

uee w' '
It can be seen that the decoded value is a non-linear (due to the Gaussian
density) function of the received channel information. The decoded value is a scaled
sum of centroids. In addition to these centroids the a-priori branch probabilities
are required. Clearly, this function provides a convenient way of avoiding large
codebooks. The downside is the rather high complexity of the decoder; a contrast
to the simple lookup table decoders so far used.
In [110] and [58] the same estimator was derived for the vector quantizer. However, in the former, this non-linear function lost favour to an analytically tractable
function which used a linear combination of centroids. This is supported by the results of [31] where it was shown that at low channel S N R s (SNR —• 0) the optimum
estimator is approximately linear (for A W G N ) . In [93] the linear transform approach
to V Q was extended to the A W G N channel. This approach is designed to reduce
the high complexity of the optimum estimator decoder. A transformation was given
which does regard the entropy of the channel information. Results report the latter
in a joint or C O design and indicate a good gain over the hard decision equivalent.
A n intuitive understanding of the potential gain of such an estimator m a y be
found by referring to Figure 4.4. Here a K = 2 estimator decoder (1 bit/sample)
is represented with the two unquantized channel values appearing on the zn and
zn_i axes. Clearly defined reproduction codewords (the centroids (4.5)) can be
seen in each quadrant while smooth transitions are made to other quadrants. This
contrasts with the sharp transitions that occur for the discrete approximation of the
4-ary decoder pictured in Figure 4.3. The influence of a-priori information in the
estimator can also be seen. The encoder indicies which m a p to the top (2,2) and
bottom (-2,-2) decoder quadrants are used more frequently than the others hence
they occupy a greater proportion of the total area. It is proposed that these smooth
transitions will increase the coding performance over the 4-ary system.
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Figure 4.3: E x a m p l e surface plot of 4-ary soft decision decoder for R = 1, K
trellis
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Figure 4.4: E x a m p l e surface plot of estimator decoder for R = 1, K = 2 trellis
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T h e estimator decoder, as it stands, m a y be used to replace the lookup table

decoder of a conventional trellis source coder. The codewords of the source coder ar

by definition the centroids (see (2.29)) hence it only remains to determine the bran
probabilities. These are obtained during the training phase. Thus a comparison can
be made with another source decoding enhancement; the MAP detection results of

[98] which are illustrated for the K = 6 trellis source coder in Figure 3.8 (MAP-0.0
The results of applying the estimator decoder to the K = 6 trellis source coder for

a variety of noise levels is illustrated in Figure 4.5 together with the MAP detecti
results.2 The performance of a source coder with hard-decision (HD) detection is
also included. The estimator decoder (EST) performs better than the sequence
MAP detector/decoder (MAP). Exceptional performance is obtained for very noisy
channels. While both are computationally intensive (relative to soft/hard detection
and shift-register decoding) the estimator decoder has the advantage of zero delay.
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Figure 4.5: Robustness of K

10

= 6 trellis source coders with estimator decoding,

sequence MAP detection and hard decision detection; GM source (p = 0.9), R = \
bit/sample.
identical training and test conditions apply
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4.2.1 Encoder

This section discusses the extension of the encoder to accommodate the estima
tor decoder. As with the 4-ary soft decision decoder, the encoder complexity is
not affected by changing to this decoder as the distortion cost function (2.33) is
unchanged. However to determine the lookup table constants (2.34, 2.35) the expectations are changed from summations to integrations reflecting the change from
discrete to continuous channel output variables. Thus the following moments are
required

mi(ue) = / c(z)p(z\ue) dz
rn2(ue) =

JntaK
/
c2(z)p(z|ue)dz

which is the integration of an aA'-dimensional function (eg. Figure 4.4) ove
dimensional Euclidean space with respect to the Gaussian density.
These integrals were performed numerically with Gaussian Quadrature approximations. Integration over n-dimensional Euclidean space with respect to the weight
function exp(—x\ — • • — x^) can be performed with a product Gauss-Hermite formula (the one-dimensional formula are found in [103, tab. 5]). To achieve sufficient
accuracy, a formula of order 8 (degree 15) was chosen. For large constraint lengths
SaK still represents a large number of function evaluations hence higher dimensional
formula was used. A non-product (cubature) formula gives a selection of points
in n-dimensional space that do not necessarily lie on a grid as do the points of a
product formula. They do however, have a great deal of symmetry. In [102, sec. 8.9]
a number of different degree formula are given for various dimensions and various
weight functions. For aK

> 5 the lower accuracy 20, 28 and 37 point 2D formula

[102, for. Er22 9-1, 11-1 and 13-1 ] were used in a product manner to keep the number
of function evaluations down to a reasonable number3. Nevertheless, because the
encoder has 2aK indices, the time needed to determine all the lookup table constants
is a major bottleneck during coder design.
3

As an aside, the 6D formula [102, for. E^ 9-1] was found to be inaccurate for some indices
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Results

The performance of the proposed coder is examined for the Gauss Markov source
The results are directly comparable to the D F results of Section 3.3 and 4-ary results
of Section 4.1.2. The training and test conditions are unchanged. Table 4.3 presents
the results.

Constraint

Hard decision/

S Q N R (dB)

Length

Est. decoding

Noise Density N0

K
3

4

5

6

D(C) bound

0.00

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

H

8.71

8.46 6.97 5.69 4.78 4.16

E

8.71

8.52 7.35 6.23 5.40 4.84

H

10.12

9.77 7.87 6.38 5.34 4.71

E

10.12

9.87 8.28 6.97 6.14 5.45

H

11.05

10.61

E

11.05

10.72 8.86

H

11.54 11.07 8.77 7.10 6.00 5.34

E

11.54
13.3

1.25

8.39 6.81 5.75 5.05

11.19 9.26

7.47 6.57 5.92

7.84 6.92 6.26

13.2 12.8 12.1

11.5 11.0

Table 4.3: Performance of C O trellis coders designed for hard decision and estimator
decoders; G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample.

The gain of the CO trellis with estimator decoder over the hard-decision dec
approaches 1 d B for high constraint lengths and noisy channels. Reference to the
4-ary results of Table 4.2 indicate that the C O trellis with an estimator decoder
outperforms the soft decision decoder in every instance. The gain (which is largely
independent of constraint length) is only approximately 0.2 dB. This implies that the
4-ary decoder realises most of the available soft-decision gain. As with soft-decision
channel decoding, three bit channel information would realise virtually all of the
soft decision coding gain. 8-ary decoding however, presents very real codebook size
problems.
A comparison with the D F system (with M A P sequence detection) results of
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Table 3.2 indicate that the estimation-based system is superior in every instance.
While both detector/decoders are of high complexity, the instantaneous decoding
action of the estimator is preferable to the delayed decision M A P detector.
In Figure 4.6 the robustness of the C O trellis with the following detector/decoders
is presented. The study compares the estimator decoder, the soft decision 4-ary
decoder and the D F system with M A P sequence detection (Figure 3.8). In each
case the constraint length K = 6 and the encoder is optimised for a channel noise of
N0 = 1.0. It is clear that the superior performance of the estimation-based decoding
system at its designed noise level carries through to other channel noise levels; ie.
robustness is not sacrificed. Once again the performance similarities between the
4-ary decoder and the D F system with M A P detection can be observed.
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Figure 4.6: Robustness of K = 6 CO trellis coders with estimator decoder, 4-a
decoder and D F coder with M A P detection to noise levels different from design level:
N0 = 1.0 (Channel S N R = 0 dB), G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample.
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Discussion

An insight into the benefit of using unquantized versus 4-ary channel inform
comes from examining the channel capacity of the two corresponding channels. The
capacity of the binary input, continuous output A W G N channel was illustrated in
Figure 2.3. This is reproduced in Figure 4.7 together with the capacity of the binary
input, 4-ary output D M C with capacity-maximizing 0 and the capacity of the B S C
(0 = 0).

e
§•
u

2

3

4

Channel SNR (dB)

Figure 4.7: Capacity of binary input A W G N channel with unquantized and 4-ary
quantized output

It is apparent that the capacity of the unquantized output channel is approximately 0.03 bits greater than the 4-ary channel for low SNRs. This margin can be
interpreted as the increase in S N R required to raise the capacity of the 4-ary channel
to that of the continuous channel; approximately 0.35 dB for medium to low SNRs.
This m a y be used to estimate the potential gain that could be made by using an
estimator decoder. With reference to Table 4.2, at medium to low S N R s the coder
gains about 0.75 d B S Q N R per 1 d B increased SNR. Hence a gain of approximately
0.35 x 0.75 « 0.26 d B in S Q N R could be expected in going to an estimation based
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system. While this is a rough estimate, it is reasonably close to the approxi
0.2 d B gain reported at high noise levels. While increased channel capacity is not
expected to be the only means of accounting for performance gains, there does appear to be a strong relationship. This is further supported by the observation that
this gain is largely independent of constraint length; ie. it is not a strong function
of the structure of the coder.

4.3 CO Vector Trellis Coding for the 2D AWG
Channel
Until now, the only channels considered have been the BSC and discrete-input
tinuous output A W G N channel with the latter either converted to a binary-input,
binary-output channel with memory (DF system, Chapter 3) or a symmetric binary
input, 4-ary output D M C (Section 4.1) or left unquantized as with the estimator
decoder (Section 4.2). In each case, the channel input has been drawn from the
one dimensional alphabet W = {+1,-1}. With reference to Section 2.1.2 the third
channel model, the generalised A W G N channel, is now considered. This channel will
be limited to two dimensions. Although the technique considered here is applicable
to any number of dimensions, the complexity cost of the coder provides a practical
limitation.
Due to the superior performance of the estimator decoder of the previous section
this system is retained for further examination. In extending the dimensionality to
two and permitting the channel input vector Ufc = [ufc1,Wfc2]T t o
W

varv

fr°m uki €

the estimator decoding function (4.4) is afforded greater freedom to associate

distortion costs with signal point positions.
A condition that allows precomputation of the distortion function is that each
symbol is decoded independently of other symbols. To realise this with M signal
points requires an encoding rate of a = log2 M

bits per time interval. To compare

this system with the 1 bit/sample results already obtained, a trellis with vector
branches is necessary. Hence letting the vector dimension 7 equal the encoding rate
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a results in a unitary bit rate. Source coding with the vector trellis was examined
in [6] and C O vector trellis coding for the D M C was examined in [96] where it was
determined that on a complexity basis the performance was generally inferior to that
of the scalar trellis coder. Thus, presuming this result holds for estimation-based
decoding, any gain that results from changes to the signal space must overcome
this deficiency. As later results demonstrate, there is no disadvantage to C O vector
trellis coding with estimator decoding as opposed to C O scalar trellis coding.
The trellis encoder index u e consists of K a-bit words ue*. with each word mapped
to a signal point from the constellation y = {u0,..., u M _i}. Writing the decoder
function in vector notation gives

cW=

£[xiz,u/z'u;^u'>

E

(4.6)

while the centroid (4.5) is now equivalent to the vector quantizer centroid
channel probability density p(z|uc) now reflects changes in the signalling waveform.
The density m a y be written as
A'-l

p(z|ue) = J ] p(zk\Uek = uek)
k=o
where the component density is given by (2.5).
The optimum encoder for the given decoder is one that searches the encoder
trellis with the per-vector cost function
rf(xn|ue) =
=

£[||xn-c(Z)||2|ue]
||xn||2-2xjmi(ue) + m 2 (ue)

where the following lookup table constants are determined numerically as discussed
in Section 4.2.1
mi(ue) =
m 2 (u e )

=

/
maK
/

c(z)p(z|ue)dz
(4.7)
||c(z)||2p(z|ue)c?z

4.3.1 Signal Design Literature
Optimising a signal set for a (possibly channel-optimised) source coder has
scant attention, however general optimisation of a signal set to minimize the proba-
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bility of error is a long standing problem of communication theory. Of course
the latter problem aids the source coder but does not account for the usually unequal
costs and probabilities associated with its codewords.
A good text on the general problem of signal design, to minimize probability of
error, can be found in [114]. Theoretical treatment of the two dimensional case is
given and the general theory, which draws heavily on the results of Balakrishnan [5],
is presented. In [12] this work was extended to include unequal message probabilities,
bounded signal power and coloured noise. In [25] a gradient descent method was
used to optimise the 2D signal points (using an approximation that is valid for high
channel SNRs) while the review paper [24] discusses the relative merits of a number
of constellations.
Matching the signal points to the source coder output was considered in a Pulse
Coded Modulation ( P C M ) context in [106]. By assigning signals with greater energy
to more sensitive P C M bits improved immunity to channel noise is obtained. As
with C O source coding, the energy allocation requires prior knowledge of the channel
noise level. Treatment is given to both B P S K and Q A M with the A W G N channel.
In [105] this was extended to larger Q A M systems and Rayleigh fading channels
under average and peak power constraints.
In [76] the signal constellation following a 4 bit D P C M image coder was optimised under a peak power constraint. It was recognised that a gain m a y be achieved
by mapping non-equiprobable codewords (inherent with D P C M image coding) to
unstructured signal constellations (ie. not rectangular or hexagonal). For I/Q signalling, it was found that an optimised signal set required less power for the same
mean square error than if a structured constellation was used.
In [54] consideration was given to a linear transformation of a vector source to a
noisy vector channel followed by a linear transformation at the decoder. Under an
energy constraint the linear maps are jointly optimised. This was extended in [110]
to include the joint optimisation of the signal set. The decoder is a sub-optimum
linear estimator and is thus related to the non-linear estimator decoder used in
Section 4.2. The system possesses a V Q whose codewords are mapped to a signal
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point via a linear transform. Necessary conditions for optimality of the encoder,
signal set and decoder are given. In recent independent work [58], the optimum
estimator decoder (4.6) was used for a C O V Q . As in this work, consideration is
given to optimisation of the signal set.

4.3.2 Optimisation of Signal Constellation

To fully evaluate the implications of modifications to signal points, two var
are explored. Thefirstis simply the case whereby the points are restricted to have
the same energy - that is they lie on a circle. In reality, the waveforms m a y be
generated by a P S K modulator where the phases are not necessarily equi-spaced
around the circle. In the second case, the points are constrained to a prescribed
average energy. These m a y be generated with a Q A M modulator. Imposing a
constant energy constraint allows a relationship between the cost associated with a
signal point and the phase of that signal point. The average energy constraint is
less restrictive in that it allows the cost of a signal point to also be related to its
energy.
To enable direct comparison with results so far, only bit rate R = 1 coders are
examined. The simplest case (and the one examined here) uses four signal points
(M

= 4) addressed by a = 2 bits and, with a vector length 7 = 2, there is a

unitary bit rate. A fair comparison must also consider encoder complexity. In this
case, constraint lengths K

= 2,3 have the same number of branches (16 and 64

respectively) and hence computational complexity, as constraint lengths K = 4,6
for the a = 1 systems already presented.
To optimise a C O coder for a given noise level, it is sound practice to begin
optimisation with a coder already designed for a lower noise level (see Section 2.4.1).
Hence it is usual to first design the coder as a source coder and then progressively
design it for noisier channels. However, in this case it was found that the source
coder does not necessarily provide a good starting point for subsequent C O source
coders designed for noisy channels. Fortunately, it has not been difficult to design
reasonable coders for high noise channels using a random initialization. These coders
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may then be used as starting points for lower noise level coders and so on. This
phenomenon is corroborated in [68] where it is recognised that the final codebook
for a two-dimensional C O V Q can be quite susceptible to the initial codebook.
Joint optimisation of the C O trellis source coder and signal constellation is a
computationally intensive process with the chief bottleneck being the numerical
integration needed to determine the lookup table constants. For the constraint
length K = 3 coder, the computational complexity needed to determine the integrals
(4.7) for each signal point modification precluded the use of high degree formulae;
hence these integrals were evaluated with 2D, 9th degree formula (see Section 4.2.1).
As usual, coders were designed for noise densities of N0 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
and 1.25 for the Gauss Markov source. Training set lengths were proportional to
encoding rate and constraint length and equal to 104aAr.
The signal point design problem can be stated as the solution to the non-linear
simultaneous equations
dD/duki = 0
subject to the appropriate imposed energy constraints. The distortion D could
be the result of an encoding of a long training set. The complexity of the decoder
function precludes this approach, however. Thus an iterative non-gradient technique
is sought and is described in the following subsections.

Constant Energy Constellation Design

The joint design of the encoder, decoder and constant energy constrained sig
points is done in three parts. The optimum encoder is one which minimizes the expected distortion via the Viterbi algorithm. For a given constellation, centroid set
and index probabilities, this requires the calculation of the lookup table constants
(4.7). Secondly, following an encoding of a long training sequence, the necessary
parameters for the optimum decoder function (4.6) (centroids and index probabilities) are determined. The third step is to modify the signal points to further reduce
distortion. The process is then repeated until convergence.
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The strict method of coder design, which guarantees a locally optimum solutio
is to modify the signal constellation according to some procedure and then,

the constellation fixed, to optimise the encoder and decoder. An efficient w

avoid treating the encoder and decoder as a function of the signal constella
(and to avoid the non-linearities resulting from the Viterbi encoder) is to

the quantization level design method mentioned in Section 4.1.1. The procedu

then, is to determine the optimum decoder and signal constellation for the g

encoder. Theoretically this procedure does not guarantee a decrease in disto

in practice this is almost always obtained. It is fair to say that the benef

the deficiencies. Following a training sequence encoding and determination o
decoder parameters, variations in the signal constellation are reflected as

to the lookup table constants. For the given path map the total distortion m
computed with (4.7). This distortion is denoted by D(y).

Initially, the signal points are positioned equi-distant around a constant e

circle (ie. at angles 0,7r/2,7T,37T/2 rads corresponding to signal points Uo,

respectively). The first point (u0) is fixed throughout. Each point is modifi

turn by a one-dimensional line minimization algorithm and is permitted to mov

only around the circle between its neighbouring points. To retain Eb = 1.0, a

thus facilitate easy comparison with other results, the symbol energy Es = ||
aEb = 2.0.
The algorithm is :

1) Initialization: Given training sequence xn, target channel noise power
a2, choose an initial centroid codebook C°, initial index probability set
B° and initial signal points y°. Set iteration index m = 0 and D(_1) = oo
and termination threshold e > 0.
2) With ym,Cm and Bm determine the optimum encoder by calculating the
lookup table constants (4.7).
3) Encode xn and, with the resulting pathmap, determine the optimum
decoder by calculating centroids Cm and index probabilities Bm.
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4) Take each signal point in turn (excluding u 0 ) . Using a line minimization
algorithm optimise each signal point between its neighbours by varying
its phase. The cost for each trial point is determined by calculating
the lookup table constants and, with the above pathmap, finding the
resulting distortion. Obtain y™ and Dm =

D(ym).

5) If (Dm~x - Dm)/Dm < e finish with the final C,B and y, else set m <m + 1 and return to step 2.

Average Energy Constellation Design

Unconstrained 2D signal point design was undertaken in [25] using a gradient
approach. A similar technique was used in [58] for the N-dimensional C O V Q with
estimation decoder. Difficulties exist, however, in determining accurate gradient
information. The alternative approach now described makes no claims to being faster
than a gradient method, however, it does reliably produce good signal constellations
within a reasonable time and presents an alternative design method to the above.
The proposed approach is linked to the algorithm previously presented. The
signal point design is split into two parts. Firstly, the phase-optimising algorithm
is used to produce a coder with optimised signal point phases. By appropriate
substitution of step 4, this algorithm is then used to modify the signal point energies, keeping the phases unchanged. Iteration of these parts results in the desired
constellation.
For this problem, the average bit energy Eb must be constrained to be less than
or equal to unity. The problem m a y be stated as the minimisation of D(y) subject
to the constraint that Eb < 1.
Considering the signal vectors to be discrete R V vectors U , Eb is given by
Eb = -E[\\V\\2]
a
i M-l

= - E K I M U = u*)
where the signal probabilities P(JJ = uk) m a y be determined from the training set.
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By augmenting the cost function with a penalty parameter (Lagrange multiplier) X
and squared error penalty function, the distortion may be written as [33, sec. 6.2]
D = D(y) + \(Eb - 1.0)2 (4.8)

The well-known simplex method or polytope algorithm [33, sec. 4.2.2] is a di
search method that only requires function evaluations. Matlab's4 f mins function was
used to optimise the M = 4 signal amplitudes.
The following step is to be substituted into the phase-optimising algorithm.

4) With the simplex algorithm optimise the amplitude ||u*|| of each signal poi
The cost for each trial point is determined by calculating the lookup table
constants and, with the above pathmap, determining the resulting distortion
according to (4.8). Obtain ym and Dm = D(ym)

+ \(Eb - 1.0)2.

The value of A was set low during early stages of the optimisation and gradual
increased to enforce the energy constraint.

4.3.3 Results

The system presented departs from the estimation-based system of Section 4.2 i
two ways. Firstly, this system employs a vector trellis as opposed to a scalar trellis.
Secondly, the modulation system departs from Q P S K signalling to an optimised
constant and average energy constrained signal set. To gauge the contribution of
each of these modifications, it is necessary that they are isolated. Hence a vector
trellis is designed without optimisation of the signal set by excluding step 4 of the
signal point design algorithm. This is followed by the constant energy and average
energy constellation designs.
The results, presented in Table 4.4, are compared to the estimation decoder
with B P S K signalling (Table 4.3). Also included, is the Gauss Markov D(C) bound
evaluated for the waveform channel via Shannon's capacity formula (2.14) and the
4

Matlab is a trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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rate distortion function (2.18). T h e increased capacity stems from the increased
freedom allowed in choosing the channel inputs. In this case then, it is appropriate
to use the capacity of the full waveform channel as a benchmark - although the
inputs are still restricted to be one of four waveforms.
Test conditions were identical to previous results.5

Constraint

Dimension

Length

K

a, 7

4

1

2

Detection/

S Q N R (dB)

Modulation

Noise Density A 0
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

Est-BPSK

10.12

9.87

8.28

6.97

6.14

5.45

2

Est-QPSK

10.28

10.14 8.85

7.45

6.37

5.55

2

2

Est-4PSK

10.28 10.15 8.92

7.65

6.76

6.01

2

2

Est-4QAM

10.28

10.23 9.14

7.98

7.07 6.31

6

1

Est-BPSK

11.54

11.19 9.26

7.84

6.92

6.26

3

2

Est-QPSK

11.62 11.22 9.72

8.59

7.54

6.74

3

2

Est-4PSK

11.62 11.34 9.74

8.57

7.67 6.93

3

2

Est-4QAM

11.62

11.37 9.89

8.72

7.80

D(C) bouncI

oo

16.8

14.2 12.8

7.12

12.0 11.3

Table 4.4: Performance of C O trellis coders designed for estimator decoders with
B P S K (scalar trellis), Q P S K , optimised constant energy (4PSK) and optimised average energy ( 4 Q A M ) signal sets (2D vector trellises); G M source (p = 0.9), R - 1
bit/sample, Eb = 1.0.

T h e source coding performance of the vector trellis source coder is seen in the
first results column as being close to that of the scalar trellis. This suggests, and is
observed in other published results [96], that a small gain can be achieved by using a
vector trellis as opposed to a scalar trellis at the same coding rate and complexity. It
can be seen that the K = 2 C O vector trellis with estimation decoding (Est-QPSK)
continues to outperform the equivalent scalar trellis (Est-BPSK) quite significantly
at low noise levels but drops off at very high noise levels. O n the other hand, for
5

For the high N0 case as m a n y as 50 simulations were required to keep the std. dev. < 0.1
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K = 3, a quite consistent gain of approximately 0.5 dB is maintained for NQ =
and higher.
The performance of the optimised 4 P S K constellations for K = 2 demonstrates
that signal point phase modification provides a worthwhile gain over the Q P S K
counterpart, increasing as the noise gets higher. O n the other hand, for the K = 3
case, the gains are less substantial and only provide a gain at the highest noise levels
N0 = 1.0,1.25.
The average energy constrained results ( 4 Q A M ) yield a small gain over the constant energy designs. The gains at high noise levels are of the order of 0.3 dB and
0.15 d B for the K = 2 and K = 3 coders respectively.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the phase-optimised signal constellations determined for
the K = 2 coder. A progression from equal (and m a x i m u m ) separation of signal
points for the source coder to quite unequal separations for high noise coders can
be observed. It is interesting to note that up to N0 = 0.75, really only two points
(112 and to a lesser extent 113) in the constellation are altered. Note from Table 4.4
that signal point optimisation has only a marginal affect on the low noise coders
(N0 < 0.5) and thus these phases are not critical.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the phase-optimised signal constellations determined for
the K = 3 coder. From Table 4.4 it is apparent that the constellations determined
for N0 = 0.25,0.5,0.75 only marginally affect performance. Clearly the design of
this system suffers from local minimum problems. This is not surprising considering
the number of free variables (64 2D vectors plus 3 signal phases). The constellation determined for N0 = 0.25 varies noticeably from the Q P S K constellation with
a commensurate improvement in performance. W h e n designed for N0 = 0.5, the
optimal constellation is virtually Q P S K . O n the other hand, the constellation corresponding to N0 = 0.75 is considerably different from the Q P S K constellation yet
performance is identical. The high noise level designs N0 = 1.0,1.25 do appear to
benefit from phase adjustment.
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the energy constrained ( 4 Q A M ) constellations
determined for K = 2 and K = 3. A prominent feature of all constellations is the
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increase in energy associated with signal vectors ux and u2. This is counteracted by a
general drop in energy of the remaining signal points. T h e signal point probabilities
for the P S K optimisation are rather uneven. For instance, the N0 = 1.25 optimised
P S K constellation has signal probabilities of {0.29,0.2,0.2,0.31} while the energy
constrained constellation has signal probabilities {0.22,0.23,0.23,0.32}. Clearly a
gain has been obtained by increasing the energy of the less frequently used signal
points and dropping the energy of the more frequently used signal points.

The

overall effect is a slight increase in the lst-order entropy of the signal points and
perhaps a better utilisation of the channel.
Finally, the robustness of these coders to noise levels different from their design
level is examined. T h e K = 3, JV0 = 1.0 C O vector trellis with 4 P S K and 4 Q A M
constellations were subjected to a range of noise levels. Figure 4.12 illustrates the
robustness of these coders compared to the K

= 6 C O scalar trellis with B P S K

signalling (from Figure 4.6). Clearly each coder maintains its ranking according to
Table 4.4. It is apparent, however, that small gains m a d e by the less constrained
systems, at the designed noise level ( S N R = 0 d B ) , translate into slightly larger gains
at high S N R s . Further robustness results are given in Section 4.3.4.
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Figure 4.8: Optimised 4 P S K signal point constellations for designed noise levels
(drawn to scale); K = 2
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Figure 4.9: Optimised 4 P S K signal point constellations for designed noise levels
(drawn to scale); K = 3
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Figure 4.10: Optimised 4 Q A M signal point constellations for designed noise levels
(drawn to scale); K = 2
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Figure 4.11: Optimised 4 Q A M signal point constellations for designed noise levels
(drawn to scale); K = 3
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Figure 4.12: Robustness of K = 3 CO vector and K = 6 scalar trellis coders wi

estimator decoding to noise levels different from design level: N0 = 1.0 (SNR
0 dB); GM source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample.

4.3.4 Discussion

The use of a vector alphabet is shown to provide quite substantial gains eve

out modification to the signal space (QPSK modulation). This gain comes at no

extra computational expense (although memory is increased). This result is at

with those of [96] where it was observed that, with the BSC, the CO vector tr

was inferior to a CO scalar trellis. There is a slight possibility that sub-o
codebooks led to that conclusion. In general, the K = 2 coder benefited more

the K = 3 coder from changes to the signal point constellation. While there i

the possibility that the K = 3 coder designs suffer from local minima proble

is more likely a feature of the coder that the QPSK constellation provides a
constellation choice.
While it is difficult to accurately assess the results in [58], it apparent
4D, CO VQ with estimation decoding performs similarly to the K = 2 Est-4QAM
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vector trellis. The computational complexity of both systems is equal, the st
requirements of the V Q system is higher. After appropriate adjustment of SNR,
the V Q system operates at an S Q N R of approximately 7 d B at a S N R of 0 dB.
This is identical to the N0 = 1.0 result of Table 4.4; thus supporting the validity
of these results. It is worthwhile noting that the V Q system reported in [58] uses
a modulation system of dimension equal to the V Q dimension. While this allows
greater freedom it comes at a cost of increased modulator complexity. The vector
trellis system, on the other hand, appears to offer the same performance with 2D
signalling.
It is instructive to compare the schemes presented here to a traditional system
designed to minimize the distortion for coding a G M source over the A W G N channel.
Such a system could involve a powerful source coder in tandem with a T C M system.
In [95] a trellis source coder/TCM combination is considered whereby it is recognised
that choosing T C M codes to minimize the error event probability does not necessarily translate into lower squared error distortion. In [21] a predictive T C Q / T C M
system is described whereby distances between T C Q quantization levels are related
to distances between T C M symbols. Both systems are not channel-optimised or
jointly designed in the sense presented here but are a concatenation of two powerful systems. Results are presented for the G M source and A W G N channel6 at
1 bit/sample.
A completely fair comparison is difficult as it involves systems with different
complexity, nevertheless an informative comparison can still be made. The K

=

2,3, 2 D vector trellis with estimator decoding was chosen for comparison against
the K = 4,6 scalar trellis/TCM combination of [95] and the N = 8 (eight-state)
P T C Q / T C M system of [21]. The first two systems have identical encoder complexity
while the latter is somewhat greater due to the prediction scheme. The T C M systems
employ long delay Viterbi decoding as opposed to the delayless estimator decoder.
A target S N R of 3 d B (N0 = 0.5) was chosen for the proposed system (EST4 Q A M ) in order to obtain good coverage over a wide range of SNRs. Figures 4.13
6

Channel SNR of [21] = SNR + 3 dB
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and 4.14 illustrate the performance of these coders. They are compared against the
numerical trellis/TCM results of [95, tab. II] and the P T C Q / T C M system of [21,

fig- 5].
The optimum Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) bound is also included [7,
eqns 5.2.21 and 5.2.22]. This represents the upper limit on an analog (infinite rate)
P A M system for the G M source and A W G N channel. Such a system consists of
infinite-length linear mappings between the source space and the channel space. It
is apparent that the E S T - 4 Q A M systems tend to parallel the optimum P A M bound
at low SNRs.
It is clear that the EST-4QAM coder outperforms both TCM systems at low
channel SNRs 7 .

T C M is a form of error protection which breaks down at high

noise levels (similar to convolutional channel codes) thus accounting for the knee
of the curve. Significantly, the K

= 2 E S T - 4 Q A M system performs as well as

the trellis/TCM system for high channel S N R s even though it is designed for an
S N R of 3 dB. This is due to the performance gain of vector alphabets over scalar
alphabets. For the K = 3 case, however, the loss in performance at high SNRs
becomes apparent. That is, the gain due to using a vector alphabet does not make
up for the loss incurred in designing the coder for an S N R of 3 dB. Of course a higher
S N R design would reduce this difference but at a cost of reduced performance at
low SNRs. The P T C Q / T C M system offers superior performance at high SNRs due
mainly to the very powerful predictive T C Q source coder.
While these comparisons consider quite different systems (the predictive T C Q
coder is a more powerful source coder than the trellis and the decoder and modulation systems are quite different) it does serve to illustrate the power of the C O
estimation-based trellis coder compared to a more traditional source coder/TCM
combination.
7

Results are not given in [95] for channel SNRs < 4.3 dB; the performance curve would be

similar in form to P T C Q / T C M
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Figure 4.13: Robustness of C O K = 2 vector trellis coder (EST-4QAM) designed
for N0 = 0.5 (SNR = 3 dB) compared to trellis/TCM [95] and P T C Q / T C M [21];
G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample.
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Figure 4.14: Robustness of C O K = 3 vector trellis coder ( E S T - 4 Q A M ) designed
for N0 = 0.5 (SNR = 3 dB) compared to trellis/TCM [95] and P T C Q / T C M [21];
G M source (p = 0.9), R = 1 bit/sample.
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Summary and Conclusions

This chapter describes three modifications to the CO trellis coder to accoun
discrete-input A W G N channel and the generalised A W G N channel. A departure is
m a d e from the usual case of delivering channel information to the source decoder
at the same rate that the encoder supplies to the channel. Borrowing a term from
channel coding literature, the decoder uses 'soft decision' information.
Section 4.1 discusses the case where the real-valued channel output is quantized
to two bits (4-ary input to the decoder). The decoder codebook is greatly expanded
to accommodate the increased number of possible codewords. The problem of quantization level design is addressed. In the case considered, the quantization levels are
determined by a single parameter. It is shown that this parameter determines the
capacity of the equivalent binary input, 4-ary output channel. Maximizing channel capacity (or the derived approximation in Appendix B ) is found to be a useful
means of determining the quantization levels. In addition it gives an intuitive understanding to the performance gains achieved by C O trellis coding with soft-decision
decoding even though the characteristics of the source are not taken into account.
The C O trellis coder with 4-ary soft decision detection has a number of clear
advantages over the decision feedback system of Chapter 3. The main advantage is
that increased S Q N R is obtained without increased encoder complexity. The decoder
complexity, like that of the D F system, is negligible. The chief drawback with this
system is the rapid increase in memory usage as the constraint length increases. The
large number of codewords (the K = 6 coder had 4096 codewords) hinders codebook
development through increased design time and local minima problems. In principle,
a C O 4-ary V Q system could be designed using the same techniques. However, the
large memory requirements of the V Q hinder this somewhat. For instance a rate
1 bit/sample 6 D V Q with 4-ary decoding would require 6 x 4 6 = 24576 scalars for
storage. The encoding complexity would, however, be the same as the K = 6 trellis.
A further consideration in comparing these coders, and one which is application
dependent, is the bit-rate following detection. In the D F case, following detec-
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tion the bit-rate is returned to the transmitted rate (ie. 1 bit/sample in the coder

investigated). In the 4-ary soft decision detector the bit rate increases tw

In situations where a cost is involved in having a high post-detection bit r

soft decision system may be less attractive. In some cases (eg. speech coder

post-detection data is immediately decoded and a two-fold increase would pos
problems.

In conclusion, the 4-ary soft decision system presented here trades off deco

memory for increased performance. This contrasts with the DF system which tr

off encoder complexity for lower performance gains. The performance of the DF

system with MAP detection is, however, very similar to that of the 4-ary sof

system. The former system is slightly superior at low constraint lengths and
noise levels but this advantage is lost as the constraint length increases.

the MAP detector has quite high complexity and delay. Taking into account all

considerations (including the cheap availability of memory) the soft decisio
is to be preferred.
Section 4.2 introduces an optimum decoder function that accepts the unquan-

tized channel information. The estimator decoder design, presented in a form

chapter (Section 2.4.1), essentially provides the function. The function is a

linear combination of encoder centroids, scaled according to the received ch

symbol and a-priori probabilities. The resulting output is continuous with r

input, as opposed to the discontinuous output produced by the soft decision d

It is suggested that the increase in capacity of the equivalent channel, and

smooth output, provides the small gain (approximately 0.2 dB, largely indepe

of constraint length) over the 4-ary system. On the other hand, it demonstra

the 4-ary soft decision system realises most of the gain of the optimum esti

It is also demonstrated that by following a source encoder with the estimator

decoder (no channel-optimisation) a gain is made over the same encoder follo

a sequence MAP detector. The zero-delay of the estimator is an added advantag

As with the DF and MAP detectors, the estimator decoder requires knowledge of

the channel noise variance. In contrast, the hard decision (ML) and 4-ary sy
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do not use this information. Hence a comparison of these techniques should consider
the ease with which the noise variance can be estimated (a simple example is given
in [98]).
In conclusion, the estimation-based system outperforms all systems so far presented. The chief drawback with this system is the greatly increased complexity
of the decoder which also significantly increases the design time. As an aside, this
system is now more equally balanced in terms of complexity. In all previous systems,
the encoder is of high complexity while the decoder complexity is negligible.
In Section 4.3 consideration is given to signalling on an A W G N channel with
greater freedom than the binary-input channel thus far used. Consideration is given
to a constant and average energy two dimensional signal space and, to maintain the
same bit-rate, a vector trellis is used. The optimum estimator decoder is used. A n
algorithm describing the joint design of the decoder and the signal space is presented.
Different conclusions can be drawn depending on the constraint length. While
the extension to vector alphabets substantially improved performance for both
coders the K = 3 coder gained the most. In contrast, the K = 2 coder benefited
considerably from changes to the signal space while the gains for the K = 3 coder
were smaller. Irrespective of the constraint length, at high noise level designs an
overall gain of slightly less than 1 d B was made in going from the scalar trellis with
B P S K signalling to the vector trellis with average energy optimised constellation.
In Section 4.3.4 the C O vector coders with average energy constellations were
compared favourably to a traditional source coder/TCM system. Significantly, the
proposed schemes suffer a graceful degradation as the channel S N R drops compared
to the rapid degradation associated with the T C M schemes.
The schemes described in this chapter achieve improved performance due to at
least three reasons. Firstly, each makes better use of channel capacity. This is
especially evident with the 4-ary decoder and the estimator decoder. Likewise, the
2D vector system uses twice the number of waveforms. It should be noted that, at the
highest noise levels considered, the potential increase in capacity from using a greater
number of waveforms is small (see Figure 2.3). Secondly, the vector trellis schemes
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achieve a gain by dealing with vectors rather than scalars. The higher dimensional
advantage is well k n o w n in V Q terms [61] and is applicable to the vector trellis.
Finally, modifications to the signal space permit a relationship between distortion
and the distance between codewords.

Chapter 5
Channel-Optimised Trellis LSP
coding
This chapter presents a real application of channel-optimised trellis source coding.
Speech coding is primarily focussed on maintaining acceptable speech quality at low
bit-rates. However, as the bit-rate reduces, the sensitivity to bit errors tends to
increase. In the hostile mobile communications environment the error rate tends
to be highly non-stationary, fluctuating between low error rates and very high, or
bursty, error rates. In such a situation the conventional solution is to use powerful
channel codes and simply accept the increased bandwidth. For instance, the G S M
cellular standard has a net source coding rate of 13 kb/s. T h e fully protected coder
has a gross coding rate of 22.8 kb/s indicating a substantial channel coding overhead.
T h e attractiveness of C O source coding to practical coding situations is, of
course, the nil-increase in bit-rate. In addition, in situations where the detector/decoder operates on received symbols independently there is no increase in
encoding complexity. This was the case for the schemes presented in Chapter 4
whereby the lookup table constants obviate an increase in encoder complexity. However, the decision feedback structure of the detector of Chapter 3 precluded the full
use of lookup tables and hence the computational complexity of the encoder increased dramatically. Unfortunately, the rather complex structures of current low
bit-rate speech coders, some of which retain a feedback mechanism, would consid-
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erably complicate true channel-optimisation.
The code-excited-linear-predictor (CELP) coder is a parametric speech coder
that operates on a frame of speech samples. From each frame, a number of ex-

plicit parameters are determined which are independently transmitted and use

reconstruct the speech at the decoder. These parameters have varying degrees

sensitivity to channel errors and it is quite common to protect those bits t

affect the quality of the reproduced speech. One such parameter models the sp
tral envelope of the speech frame and contributes a large percentage of the

bit rate. In a CELP coder, the coded linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficie

typically require approximately 25% of the net bit-rate; hence much research
has gone into compressing this parameter.

Due to the perceptual importance of this parameter it is necessary that, in a

dition to achieving high compression, it is made robust to channel errors. Ho

this aspect has generally been a side consideration in reported research int

coefficient compression and is most likely due to the assumed presence of po

channel coders. Transforming LPC coefficients to line spectrum pair (LSP) coe
ficients generally gives greater compression. In the Section 5.2, a trellis

introduced as a proposed LSP coefficient source coder which is also optimise

the channel (BSC). The coder's robustness to error rates different from which

designed is illustrated and a comparison is made to a standard coding scheme

and without conventional channel coding. Perceptual results indicate the ben
of this technique.

As a consequence of Chapters 3 and 4 it is desirable to investigate the perfo
mance of the trellis LSP coder on the AWGN channel. While the DF and 4-ary

schemes are scalable to the higher coding rate trellis LSP coder, the high c
ity and/or memory cost are severe constraints. The investigation is limited

schemes. Firstly, it is recognised that the conditional entropy of the trell
coder is well below maximum. Hence, in Section 5.4 a MAP detection scheme is

described which offers improved performance. Secondly in Section 5.5 the CO t

lis LSP coder is extended to use the optimal non-linear estimator of Section
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T h e performance of this scheme is found to be slightly superior to that of the B S C
designed L S P coder with M A P detection.

5.1 LPC/LSP Parameters
Linear prediction is based on linear mean square estimation [73, sec. 8.3] and is
well developed from a spectral analysis perspective in its equivalent form as autoregressive ( A R ) modelling (eg. [47]). Linear predictive coding ( L P C ) parameters are
widely used in speech analysis, coding and recognition.
In speech coding, redundancy is commonly removed by a short-time analysis

filter
p

A z

( ) = i-£>**"*
k=i

where the a^s are the L P C coefficients and p is the predictor order. T h e coefficients are computed for a frame of speech samples of approximately 5-20ms in
length. T h e calculation of these parameters is commonly performed by the autocorrelation or covariance method [60]. T h e all-pole filter l/A(z) is a synthesis filter
which, w h e n driven with the residual signal resulting from analysis, reconstructs the
speech. L P C analysis removes the formant structure or spectral envelope of speech.
It is c o m m o n l y used in conjunction with a long-time predictor which removes pitch
information. W i t h appropriate energy normalization it is the coding of the resulting residual signal that generic LPC-based speech coders are concerned with. To
transmit the L P C coefficients as side information it is necessary to transform them
into an alternative format. T h e prime reason for this is the sensitivity of raw L P C
coefficients to quantization.
In [111] m a n y possible formats are discussed and compared. It was concluded
that reflection coefficients provided an efficient and compressible format once further
transformed to log-area ratios. Further studies investigated the effect of quantization on spectral distortion (see [65] and the references therein). T h e introduction
of line spectral pair (LSP) parameters in [42] (also called line spectral frequencies)
and the resulting favourable properties led a shift away from reflection coefficients.
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These parameters have a number of interesting properties which lends them to efficient quantization [100]. Firstly, they exhibit a monotonically increasing ordering
property which, if preserved, guarantees synthesisfilterstability. In addition L S P
differences exhibit a statistical distribution which is largely independent of speaker
and recording conditions [99]. Another important feature of these parameters is that
a deviation in one parameter causes a localised spectral change while the sensitivity
of a parameter is governed by the proximity of its neighbours.
A plethora of L S P coding schemes n o w exist.1 Essentially, these coding schemes
capitalize on intraframe correlation by using more powerful scalar quantizers [104]
or multidimensional coders (eg. V Q in [72] and trellis in [62]). T h e high interframe
correlation was exploited in [15] but at the cost of increased delay. Scalar quantization methods operate in the region of 30-35 bits/frame and are of low complexity.
T h e U S Department of Defence C E L P coder [19] specifies a 34 bit/frame standard.
In general, the best multidimensional schemes achieve a bit-rate of approximately
24 bits/frame typically at quite high complexity.
In order to describe L S P s the analysis polynomial A(z) is used to construct two
polynomials

P(z) = A(z) + z-^^A(z-x)
and
Q(z) =

A(z)-z-^A(z-1)

and hence A(z) = (P(z) + Q(z))/2. P(z) and Q(z) are symmetric and antisymmetric
polynomials respectively (both of order p-f-1), whose zeros lie on the unit circle and
are interlaced with each other [104]. T h e zeros are therefore expressed as z = e3"<
where ut are the L S P frequencies. T h e P(z) root z = - 1 and the Q(z) root z = 1
always exist and are excluded from further consideration. Thus these frequencies
w = {(jju...,ujv : 0 <o>i,--- ,UJP < 7r}
uniquely determine the analysis filter A(z). It can be shown that a necessary and
sufficient condition for stability of the synthesis filter is that this ordering property
^ h e proceedings of the annual I E E E Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing conference
(ICASSP) should be consulted for the latest techniques
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be maintained [99]. With the possibility of channel errors introducing a disordering
of LSPs, this property is invaluable.
It is necessary to define a measure by which an LSP coding scheme can be
evaluated. A generally accepted standard is the average log rms spectral distortion
measure

SDRMS = — £ {- r{101og10SB(«) - lOlog^u,)}2^}17 dB (5.1)
iV

/ n=l k "

J0

J

where Sn(u>) and Sn(u) are the power spectra of the n-th frame evaluated from
the unquantized and quantized L P C vector respectively (A(z) and A(z)). That is
5 n (w) = l/\A(e^)\2 and Sn(co) = l/\A(e^)\2. A 128-point Fast Fourier Transform
was used for power spectra calculations.
This distortion measure correlates well with human perception of distortion and
it is generally accepted that an SDRMS

of 1 dB or less indicates negligible distortion

during quantization. Such a distortion measure is too complex to be incorporated
into a practical coding scheme. With the majority of LSP coders, the squared
Euclidean distance p(w, w ) (2.16) is chosen as a suitable cost function. The squared
Euclidean distance is sufficiently correlated with SDRMS

to be useful [36] but it is

likely that more complex distortions will lead to greater compression. For instance
in [72] the weighted squared Euclidean distance was used to reduce the bit rate by
2 bits/frame.

5.2 CO Trellis Coding of LSPs
The favourable characteristics of trellis source coding lend themselves well
of LSPs. Firstly, the trellis coder is a powerful source coder and as such should be
expected to achieve high compression of LSPs. Secondly, the requirements of speech
coders dictate that a scheme should not be overly computationally complex or consume a large amount of memory. The trellis coder conforms to these requirements.
The requirement that LSPs be well protected from channel errors is converse to
the requirement that the overall bit-rate be kept low. Hence, doing away with a
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channel coder entirely and channel-optimising the trellis source coder is clearly an
attractive proposal. In the sequel, such a coder is described. T h e description follows
closely to the author's publications [86], [87] and [89]. In [86] consideration was also
given to channel-optimising the residual information.
T h e literature associated with these concepts is relatively sparse. Recently, in
[62], a trellis coded L S P quantizer was described. T C Q (a brief description is given
in Section 2.3) has recently been applied to a number of source coding problems with
considerable success. It does not, however, easily lend itself to channel-optimisation.
In terms of protecting LSPs from errored channels, a number of schemes have
been devised. T h e predominant requirement is that the LSPs maintain their ordering
property. T h e DoD's 2 C E L P standard [19] illustrates one such reordering technique
while other schemes are reported in [3] and [15]. A reassignment of the binary indices
of a V Q has been shown to improve its performance on errored channels [116]. The
split-VQ L S P quantizer [72] has this property as a natural byproduct and is found
to be as robust as the scalar quantizer of [19]. T h e effect of protecting the split-VQ
L S P quantizer with channel codes is also investigated.
T h e approach of expressing a V Q as a linear transform [37] and its robustness to
channel errors was investigated in [38] for small dimension L S P coding. Preliminary
results indicate that a reduced length code m a y also perform as well as an unconstrained V Q and, with appropriate selection of parity bits, m a y exhibit improved
robustness to channel errors.
Aside from the author's work, C O source coding of LSPs has been reported for
the multi-stage V Q in [78]. This work is a practical application of the results of

[70].

5.2.1 Encoder
The LSP source is treated as a vector source whose components have different statistics. T h e probability density function of an L S P u>, varies with index i (see for
2

US Department of Defence
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instance [100]). This dictates a different codebook for each LSP. Consequently, the
proposed coder needs to be block-based operating on an LSP vector w at a time.
Thus the whole codebook consists of p codebooks {C\,..., Cp) corresponding to
the w components {u1}... ,cop} respectively. Effectively, the trellis decoder switches
in a new codebook C, for each £;. The reconstruction LSPs of the 2-th codebook are
denoted by w y . From a perceptual viewpoint it may be advantageous to allocate
different numbers of bits for each w,-, but for reasons of simplicity a was the same
for all codebooks.
To determine an appropriate constraint length K and encoding rate a it is necessary to set an approximate number of bits/frame. A range of 30-35 bits/frame was
considered adequate for an L P C analysis of order p = 10. Hence a bit-rate of a = 3
is appropriate. With K = 2 a total of 2aK = 64 branches are available per LSP.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the chosen trellis encoder. It consists of p fully connected and
concatenated trellises with the ith. trellis representative of source LSP u>,-. 2a = 8
branches emanate from each of the 2 a ^ - 1 ^ = 8 states.
For this configuration, the previous channel symbol specifies the encoder state se
and the most recent symbol it specifies a branch. Both symbols are elements of the
alphabet Ua, U = {0,1} and are most easily considered as 3-bit words. To specify
a starting encoder state requires K — 1 symbols or a(K — 1) bits. Hence the overall
number of bits/frame is a(p + K — 1) which in this case is 33 bits/frame.
The Viterbi algorithm is used to minimize a distortion d(w, w ) between source
LSP vector w and reconstruction vector w . Operating as a pure source coder the
distortion is simply the squared Euclidean distance d(w, w ) = />(w, w ) (2.16). Operating as a C O source coder, the expected distortion across the channel is minimized.
That is (Section 2.4),
d(w,w) = E[p(w,W)\u(w)sent]

where «(w) denotes the path map associated with w.

(5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Trellis LSP encoder; K = 2, a = 3

Complexity and Implementation

In considering the applicability of this system to real-time coding, the comp
complexity and memory usage must be evaluated.
The reduced distortion equation (2.33) requires one multiplication and one addition per cost function evaluation. This must also be added to an accumulated
branch metric hence the total raw computation rate is p2aK

multiplies and 2p2ah

additions per frame.
The lookup tables effectively double the memory required to store the codebooks
hence a total of 2p2aK = 1280 real-valued memory locations are required.
Of course, the Viterbi algorithm has considerable overheads in addition to these
raw calculations. In order to ascertain the suitability of this coder to real-time coding
the coder was compiled for AT&T's 50 M H z DSP32C digital signal processor. A
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target run-time rate of 2 ms/framefor both encoding and decoding was met. In fact,
following tight hand-written assembly coding of the core components of the Viterbi
algorithm, an eventual encoding time of 1.77 m s and decoding time of 0.065 m s was
achieved.

5.2.2 Codebook Design

Codebook design follows directly from Section 2.4.1 and the extension to conc
nated trellis codebooks is straightforward. As with all applications of the Lloyd
algorithm, the selection of the initial codebook affects the final codebook performance. For the generation of codebooks designed for noiseless channels, the method
of extension [101] produced consistently better performance than random assignment. Firstly, a K = 1 codebook is developed with the codewords initially chosen
from a uniform scalar LSP quantizer. The codebook is extended to constraint length
K + 1 by duplicating and slightly perturbing the codewords from the final constraint
length K codebook. The generation of noisy channel codebooks is done in the usual
way by designing codebooks for progressively noisier channels. Each codebook design is initially started with thefinalcodebook developed for a less noisier channel.
In most cases, codebooks trained this way were superior in performance at the designed channel B E R to codebooks trained using either a random assignment or by
extension.
Because the Viterbi algorithm minimizes the squared Euclidean distance, the
LSP ordering property may be violated. It is possible to modify the Viterbi algorithm so that the L S P vector is encoded in a monotonically increasing fashion.
This is done by pruning or disregarding any trellis branches leaving a state whose
codewords are not greater than that of the preceding branch. As a result, a monotonically increasing LSP vector is always transmitted. At the decoder, this a-priori
information m a y be useful. For instance, following decoding, a large number of
non-increasing L S P vectors would indicate poor channel conditions. The other alternative, favoured here, is to encode on a minimum squared Euclidean distance
basis and simply reorder at the decoder. Reordering m a y be accomplished by sim-
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ply sorting the components of the offending vector. In [15] it is shown that such a
procedure will not increase the Euclidean distance between the original LSP vector
and the reordered vector. It should be noted that, for a well designed codebook, the
number of encoded LSP vectors non-monotonically increasing is low (less than 1%
of vectors).

5.3 Results

A training database consisted of 5 male and 5 female speakers each uttering 2
of phonetically balanced (Harvard) sentences. The recordings were performed in a
quiet room and digitized at 8 kHz with 16 bit samples. L P C analysis was performed
on 16ms frames using Burg's method. The resulting 12500 frames of L P C coefficients
were transformed using the grid search method [99]. The test database consisted of
1 male and 1 female speaker each uttering a 20s Harvard sentence. The speakers and
the sentences were different from the training database but the recording conditions
and L P C / L S P analysis were the same, with a total of 2500 frames.
Five codebooks were trained for the B S C with B E R s of 0 (source coder), 0.01,
0.04, 0.1 and 0.2. The LSP vectors of the test sequence were encoded with each
codebook, with the channel information subjected to the B E R for which it was
designed. The results are given in Table 5.1. Included is the percentage of frames
with SDRMS

> 2 d B (outliers). Subjectively, frames with distortions greater than

2 d B are more noticeable and may tend to obscure frames with low distortion.
Unordered L S P vectors may result during encoding, but are more likely to occur
when the channel sequence is subjected to bit errors. The sorting method of [15]
is used to correct for unstablefilters.The percentage of decoded unordered frames
(which are subsequently ordered) is seen to be quite low even at high rates of channel
error.
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BER SDRMS @ BER SDRMS

> 2 dB Unordered Frames

0.0

0.83 d B

1.7%

0.4%

0.01

1.36 dB

17.6 %

1.8%

0.04

1.97 dB

40.0 %

1.6%

0.1

2.83 dB

68.9 %

2.3%

0.2

3.88 d B

91.0 %

0.8%

Table 5.1: Performance of C O trellis LSP coder

Clearly, when operating as a source coder with a noiseless channel, the system
surpasses the 1 d B perceptual difference limen. This suggests that the trellis LSP
coder is very capable of exploiting the redundancy inherent within the LSP vector
and a further reduction in bit-rate would be possible. However, the intention of this
study is to examine a coder that is robust to noisy channels. The results indicate
that when operating on a channel for which it has been optimised, the coder performs
very well. The observation that trellis L S P source coding is efficient is corroborated
by the results of [62].

5.3.1 Robustness and Comparisons

Mobile communication channels are typically non-stationary in terms of shortB E R . Indeed the familiar burst errors occurring with mobile phones can be construed as a very high B E R for a short period of time, while under good conditions
the short-time B E R m a y be close to zero. Hence it is important to consider the
effect of mismatching the coder to the channel.
To determine each coder's robustness to other BERs, the channel information
was subjected to a number of B E R s from zero to 0.2. Figure 5.2 illustrates that,
not surprisingly, each coder excels at its designed B E R .

Due to the absence of

any channel coding, the source coder's performance degrades rapidly as the channel
B E R increases. This is partly due to the high number of violated LSP orderings
(approximately 3 0 % of frames at a B E R of 0.1) which, although subsequently sorted,
contribute much to the distortion. Performance of higher B E R coders over noiseless
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channels degrades as the designed B E R is increased. Of course this is offset by
improved performance at higher BERs. B y choosing the appropriate design B E R ,
the C O coder can be used to place emphasis on any part of the B E R range. For
example, by accepting slightly reduced performance when the channel is noiseless,
a coder designed for a B E R of 0.04 can provide considerable robustness to the high
B E R s that m a y be present in, for instance, a mobile communications environment.
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Figure 5.2:

Robustness of C O trellis LSP coders

A comparison is made between the DoD's LSP quantization scheme and the
C O trellis LSP coder. The D o D standard uses an independent non-uniform scalar
_ LSP quantizer that operates at a bit-rate of 34 bits/frame. The C E L P coder itself
operates at 4800 bit/s and as such cannot afford the addition of redundant forward
error correction to protect the LSPs. Thus it is instructive to compare this simple
LSP quantizer to the (almost) equivalent bit-rate C O trellis LSP coder. In addition,
the scalar quantizer tandemed with a channel coder is compared to an increased
bit-rate C O trellis L S P coder.
The same training database is partitioned into 30 m s frames and used to retrain
the trellis L S P coder for an expected channel B E R of 0.04.

As noted from Figure 5.2,
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this coder performs well over a wide range of B E R s while maintaining good performance over the noiseless channel. The same test database (with 30 m s frames) is
used to check both coders performance over the same range of BERs. Both schemes
use the same sorting scheme to eliminate any non-monotonically increasing LSP
vectors at the decoder.
Referring to Figure 5.3, the spectral distortion of the 34 bits/frame D o D scheme
(DoD 34b) can be seen to increase markedly as the B E R rises. The performance
(at high B E R s ) is quite similar to the trellis LSP source coder. By tandeming a
standard convolutional rate 1/2 (K=4) channel coder with Viterbi decoding (total
coding rate 68 bits/frame, refer D o D 68b), channel noise immunity is obtained up to
a B E R of approximately 0.04. Higher B E R s cause the channel code to break down
resulting in a rapid rise in spectral distortion.

9
Q
V3

10^

Figure 5.3: Comparison between D o D scalar quantization (DoD 34b), D o D plus rate
1/2 convolutional channel coder (DoD 68b), C O trellis LSP coder - 0.04 B E R , a = 3
(JSC 33b) and 0.04 B E R , a = 4 (JSC 44b)

Figure 5.3 also indicates the performance of the proposed scheme (JSC 33b).
Performance is almost identical to the 16 m s version of Figure 5.2. Performance is
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superior to the DoD scheme (DoD 34b) throughout the range of BERs due both
to the more powerful source coding technique offered by the trellis and because the
distortion is minimized across the channel. In fact, the system outperforms the
68 bits/frame tandem system (DoD 68b) for much of the range. Significantly, at
very high B E R s JSC 33b does not suffer from the very high spectral distortions
experienced by the tandem system. This behaviour is valuable in systems where
such high B E R s occur intermittently. To further examine the trellis system, the
coder bit-rate was increased to 44 bits/frame (a = 4) and trained and tested under
the same conditions as JSC 33b (JSC 44b). JSC 44b is seen to be superior to
D o D 68b over the entire range of BERs, however the computational cost is high
(four times that of JSC 33b).

5.3.2 Subjective Performance
So far, the effect of channel errors on the performance of these methods has
evaluated in terms of SDRMS.

To indicate how well this measure correlates with the

synthesized speech it is informative to conduct at least some kind of subjective test.
To determine the subjective performance, the encoded LSPs are transformed
back to L P C s and used tofilterthe original speech. The LSP parameters are then
transmitted over a noisy BSC. The residual is left unquantized and transmitted
error free. After transforming the transmitted/decoded LSPs back to LPCs they
are used in the synthesisfilter,together with the residual to reproduce speech. This
procedure helps to isolate the effects of LSP coding. A n alternative technique is to
actually substitute the various quantizers in an actual speech coder. Aside from the
practicality issues, the results would be questionable as distortions introduced from
the speech coder could easily mask those due to LSP coding.
A n informal comparison is made between the coders using the pair comparison
test. A three second test sequence was used (not from the training or test database)
and the L S P parameter channel information was subjected to B E R s of 0.01 and
0.1. In the test, ten people (half trained, half untrained listeners) were asked to
choose one sentence from a pair of sentences played in succession. All possible pair
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combinations were used and the sequencing was random. Table 5.2 presents the
number of times each coder was chosen for both BERs.
At a B E R of 0.01, listeners did not prefer D o D 34b. Although filter stability was
assured, the overall quality is not high. The remaining coders performed similarly
with a slight preference against JSC 44b. The probable reason is due to the high
number of codewords available for this coder. Thus there is the possibility that,
because coding is performed on a squared error basis, already close LSPs are encoded
even closer while still maintaining their ordering property. A simple solution is to
apply an L P C coefficient bandwidth expansion before coding (see for instance [72])
or to ensure a minimum distance between adjacent encoded LSPs.
At a B E R of 0.1, the subjective results correlate well with the spectral distortion
results of Figure 5.3. According to the pair comparison test results, the D o D coder
(with and without channel coding) was clearly inferior to the channel-optimised
schemes. At this B E R , all schemes suffer from considerable background squeaks
and bangs; however the C O coders performed with much less distortion.
Coding Scheme

BER=0.01

BER = 0.1

Number of times chosen

JSC 33b

20

21

JSC 44b

15

28

DoD 34b

6

1

DoD 68b

19

10

Table 5.2: Subjective performance using pair comparison test

5.3.3 Discussion
The CO trellis LSP coder is shown to be a promising method of coding LSP parameters. W h e n designed to operate over a noiseless channel (operating as a source
coder) it achieves a spectral distortion of 0.83 d B at a bit rate of 33 bits/frame.
If designed and operated at the error rate 0.04 (4%) the spectral distortion is only
1.95 dB. The same coder, operating on a noiseless channel achieves 1.31 dB. This
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coder provides a compromise of adequate performance at low noise levels yet
useful at high noise levels. If used as a replacement for the D o D C E L P scalar LSP
quantizer, the 0.04 B E R designed C O trellis LSP coder excels over the entire range
of B E R s showing up to a 3 d B improvement at high BERs. W h e n compared to
the scalar quantizer tandemed with a channel coder, the channel-optimised system
performs favourably while operating at less than half the bit rate. In particular,
this system does not suffer from a rapid rise in spectral distortion during very high
BERs. These results are confirmed by informal listening tests.
A further application of this technique appears in [82]. The multi-band excitation
( M B E ) speech coder provides good speech quality at low bit rates (less than 8 kb/s).
In this paper, a low-rate version (1.5 kb/s) uses an L P C filter to represent the
spectral amplitude. This scheme has a number of advantages over the standard
M B E , including afixedbit allocation and reduced complexity. Importantly, it allows
the use of efficient L S P coding for a compact spectrum representation. The goal
of this coder was to provide good speech quality at a gross bit rate of 2400 b/s.
Hence the limited number of redundant F E C bits were allocated to the critical gain
and fundamental frequency parameters. The 33 bits/frame C O trellis LSP coder
presented here was ideally suited for compact and robust coding of the spectral
information. The resulting coder produces communications quality speech at low
B E R s and acceptable speech at B E R s up to 5 % at which point the F E C code breaks
down.
Conventional coding of LSPs for a mobile channel is a classic case of trading off
source coding bits for channel coding bits. Recent work [72] cites a split-VQ LSP
coder that achieves a source coding rate of 24 bits/frame. For a gross bit rate of 30-35
bits/frame this leaves considerable scope for adding forward error correction (FEC)
codes. Indeed, results are given whereby 8 bits/frame are added giving a total rate
of 32 bits/frame. Clearly, the use of channel coding gives clear-channel performance
at error rates up to the break-down point of the channel code (as with D o D 68b).
In [72] this occurs between B E R s of 0.01 and 0.1. At a B E R of 0.01 performance
was 1.06 d B (ie. only marginally worse than clear channel) while at a B E R of 0.1
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the coder operated with a spectral distortion of 3.11 dB. The CO trellis LSP
if designed at a B E R of 0.1 achieves a spectral distortion of 2.83 d B but operates
substantially higher than 1 dB over less noisy channels (approximately 1.6 dB). Of
course any realistic comparison between coders must take into account complexity
and memory usage. The split-VQ coder is vastly more computationally complex
than the scheme presented here. Even the memory requirements are enormous. In
fact both computational complexity and memory usage are greater than 30 times
that of the proposed trellis scheme.
Finally, the robustness results of Figure 5.2 illustrate a key feature of C O source
coding. That is, channel-optimising a coder for at least a small channel noise level
(eg. BER=0.01) is greatly superior to no channel-optimisation (source coding). The
very slight drop in clear channel performance is countered by a considerable gain
at high noise levels. Moreover, this is obtained with a nil increase in computational
complexity and a doubling in memory requirements. Thus the proposed scheme,
with already low complexity (running in less than 2 m s per frame on a D S P ) and
memory requirements (1280 memory locations), is a good candidate for real-world
implementation.

5.4 MAP detection of CO trellis LSP coder

In Section 3.1.1 the conditional entropy of CO trellis coders designed for v
B E R s is shown to be indicative of the performance gain available with M A P decoding. Indeed, the higher the designed B E R the lower the conditional entropy. While
such a system is not jointly designed (the encoder is unaware of the M A P detector),
the inclusion of a M A P detector can provide an easily added performance gain.
To investigate the possibility of improving the performance of the C O trellis
LSP coder on an A W G N channel with M A P detection, an indication is needed of
the K - 1-th order conditional entropy ie. H{Un\Un-i).

This is calculated for each

of the p trellises and the results averaged. The encoding rate a = 3 provides the
upper bound. Table 5.3 illustrates the rapid drop in entropy as the coder is designed
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for noisier channels. This indicates considerable 'residual' redundancy remai
trellis L S P coding. In fact, the ratio of conditional entropy to m a x i m u m entropy
is quite similar to that of the Gauss Markov source (see Figure 3.1). Both sources
exhibit considerable correlation (the intra-frame and inter-frame LSP correlation
has been measured in [15]).

Bit Error Rate

0.0 0.01

0.04

0.1

0.2

Avg. HiUnlUn-J (b) 2.83 2.54

2.22

1.93

1.72

Table 5.3: Averaged conditional entropy of trellis LSP coder

A n investigation was instigated into the effectiveness of M A P decoding LSP
information transmitted over the A W G N channel. A M A P detector operating on a
per-frame basis was devised for the trellis LSP coder.
The channel symbols u € Ua are mapped to an a-dimensional signal point u =
[wi,..., ua]T. In this case each bit is mapped according to the standard antipodal
mapping (ui € W).

Following the development in Section 3.1, it is easily shown that

the following detection is appropriate per LSP frame (K = 2 assumed)
v
max
V \unTzn
•
ueW"»(p+i) £rj <

v = arg

+ o* loge P(un|un_i)} + u 0 T z 0 + o2 loge P(u0) (5.3)
J

The conversion of v back to binary digits (3.1) completes the specification. The
initial probability P(u0) corresponds to the probability of the state of the first
trellis. This probability and thefirstorder conditional probabilities are determined
during the training phase. The assumption that the source is 1st order Markov
is an approximation necessary for practical implementation. With this caveat, the
detection is optimum as the Viterbi algorithm can easily handle a survivor length of
p (in fact, in this case an even shorter survivor length provides virtually optimum
performance).
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the performance gained from M A P detection. The LSP
source coder and C O coder (designed for B E R of 0.01) were subjected to an A W G N
channel and followed with and without M A P detection. Clearly LSP M A P detection provides a useful performance gain as the channel noise level increases. The
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BER=0.01 design is now very favourable as it provides transparent quality at low

channel noise yet exhibits strong robustness at high noise levels. The equival
comparison is made with the BER=0.04 and BER=0.1 coders with the results il-

lustrated in Figure 5.5. Clearly, the gain in performance from using MAP detec

drops as the coder is designed for a higher BER even though the conditional e

decreases. This is because the MAP detector acts as an equivalent BER reducing

device allowing the coder to operate at an effectively lower BER. Hence the c
performance traces back along the robustness curves of Figure 5.2. As can be

from these curves, the lower the BER design, the more pronounced the effect of
reducing the operating BER.

pa

c/a
I

Q
c/a

2

4

6

SNR (Eh/No) (dB)

Figure 5.4: Performance of C O BER=0.0 and BER=0.01 trellis LSP coders on an
AWGN channel with and without MAP detection
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Figure 5.5: Performance of C O BER=0.04 and BER=0.1 trellis LSP coders on an
A W G N channel with and without M A P detection

5.5 Estimation-based CO trellis LSP coder

In Section 4.2 a CO trellis coder was introduced which was jointly designed w
optimum estimator decoder. This system's use of unquantized channel information
proved superior to previous systems which used hard decision and 4-ary channel
information respectively. This technique thus presents an obvious extension to C O
trellis LSP coding. In this way, the coder can be designed for a given channel noise
density N0 (rather than B E R ) .
As with M A P decoding of LSPs the modulation is confined to antipodal signalling via the standard mapping. Hence, in the usual way, the encoder index u e
is represented by the last aK

transmitted bits converted via (2.2). The decoder is

input a real a-dimensional symbol from the channel and forms an aif-dimensional
decoder input vector z from past symbols.
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Thus, from (4.4), the decoding function c;(z) for the t-th LSP CJ{ is given by

«(.)= £ ^•J^1 i = l p (5.4)

where £[ftt-|z,ue] = i?[ftt|ue] is the centroid of those source LSPs mapped to
Each lookup table component must be evaluated separately,

™u(ue) = / c;(z)p(z|ue)dz
mt2(ue)

=

c2(z)p(z\ue)dz

i = l,...,p

by Gaussian Quadrature integration. With only 11th degree precision (2D formu
the time taken to compute all p = 10 constants was approximately 3 1/2 hours3;
hence training time was of the order of 1-2 days. Final codebooks were improved
upon very slightly with 13th degree precision integration (see Section 4.2.1).

5.5.1 Results
The performance of the proposed coder is examined for the noise levels N0 =
0.25,..., 1.0. The performance of each coder designed and operated at the given
noise levels is shown in Table 5.4. A comparison is made against B S C trellis LSP
coders that have been designed for the equivalent B E R s determined with (3.7).
Hence the matching coders were designed for B E R s of {0.0023,0.023,0.0512,0.079}
respectively. These are operated with and without M A P detection. The training
and test databases are exactly the same as those described in Section 5.3. The
B S C designed codebooks provided good initial codebooks for the estimation-based
coders.
The results indicate that the estimation-based system performs as well as the
M A P detection system for low noise levels but operates with slightly improved performance as the noise level increases. All coders designed and operated at N0 = 0.25
(channel S N R = 6 dB) achieve a 1 d B spectral distortion. Both coders substantially
outperformed the B S C coder with M L detection.
3

SPARCstation IPX: 40MHz (4.2 MFLOPS)
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Estimation

SD,
'RMS

N0

%

M L Detection

SD,
'RMS

SDRMS

@ N0 (dB) > 2 d B

%

M A P Detection

SDRMS

@ NQ (dB) > 2 d B

SDRMS

%

&-LyRMS

@ Ar0 (dB)

> 2 dB

0.25

1.01

6

1.01

7

1.00

6

0.5

1.51

21

1.66

27

1.55

23

0.75

1.84

34

2.07

44

1.93

39

1.0

2.15

47

2.40

55

2.22

48

Table 5.4: Performance of C O trellis LSP coder with estimator decoder, and the
equivalent B E R BSC coder with M L and M A P detection; designed and operated at
N0 = 0.25,...,1.0, Eb = 1.0

The robustness of these coders to noise levels different from design le
important performance measure. Each coder was subjected to an A W G N channel
with SNRs ranging from N0 = 0.125,..., 1.25. Figures 5.6 to 5.9 present the results.
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Figure 5.6: Robustness of C O trellis LSP coder (N0 = 0.25) with estimator decoder,
and the equivalent B E R BSC coder with M L and M A P detection; Eb = 1.0
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Figure 5.7: Robustness of C O trellis LSP coder (N0 = 0.5) with estimator decoder,
and the equivalent BER BSC coder with ML and MAP detection; Eb = 1.0
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Figure 5.8: Robustness of C O trellis LSP coder (N 0 = 0.75) with estimator decoder,
and the equivalent BER BSC coder with ML and MAP detection; Eb = 1.0
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Figure 5.9: Robustness of C O trellis LSP coder (N0 = 1.0) with estimator decoder,
and the equivalent B E R B S C coder with M L and M A P detection; Eb = 1.0

5.5.2

Discussion

From Figure 5.6 it is apparent that the NQ = 0.25 designed estimation-based co
performs equivalently to the B S C coder followed by M A P detection. At higher
designed noise levels (Figures 5.8-5.9) the estimation-based coder is uniformly better
at all noise levels although the gain is not large.
It is instructive to consider the performance of the estimation-based C O coder
for the G M source relative to the B S C designed C O coder operating with M A P detection. In Figure 4.6, where it should be noted that D F + M A P exceeds M L + M A P ,
it is shown that the high noise (N0 = 1.0) designed estimation-based coder is quite
superior at all noise levels than the M A P based equivalent. The same situation is
seen to occur in Figure 5.9.
The fact that similarities between the G M source designed systems and the LSP
coder are close, is fortuitous. The G M source coders were designed to minimize the
squared error distortion; accordingly, they were judged with the S Q N R measure.
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The L S P coder still attempts to minimize the squared error yet is judged by the
SDRMS

measure. However, differences do exist. By way of comparison, the K = 6

G M systems designed and operated at N0 = 1.0 results in S Q N R s of 6.24 d B and
6.96 d B for the ML-f M A P and estimation systems respectively. A comparison of the
N0 = 1.0 L S P results in Table 5.4 show, proportionally, a much smaller gain. This
m a y be explained by the fact that, at high noise levels, the highly non-linear LSP
sorting function is often invoked. This, coupled with the known reduced correlation
between S Q N R and SDRMS

at high levels, probably explains the discrepancy.

A related technique reported in [10] describes the extension of C O V Q with
estimation decoding [58] to LSP coding. However, insufficient detail (eg. definitions
of channel S N R , spectral distortion) in [10] prevents an accurate comparison of
results. As in this work, quite reasonable gains are reported over the equivalent
B S C systems.
Very few other research results consider LSP transmission over the A W G N channel. Recently, the mapping of V Q LSP codewords to 6 4 - Q A M symbols was considered in [92] to improve the source coder's robustness to noisy channels. The reported
results indicate good robustness to very noisy channels with similar (after appropriate channel S N R adjustments4), but slightly inferior performance compared to the
Na = 0.25 estimation-based trellis LSP coder.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

Coding of the LSP vector source was successfully accomplished by a block-based
trellis source coder. As a computationally and memory efficient source coder it
performs below the 1 d B difference limen. By optimising the coder for the B S C
it was found that considerable robustness could be obtained over a wide range of
BERs. Favourable comparisons were made against a standard scalar LSP coder and
a source coder/channel coder combination. A subjective evaluation supported these
results. These factors, together with the fact that the coder runs in real-time on
4

CNR=SNR+7.8 dB
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a DSP, are of paramount importance to low bit-rate speech coding operating ove
noisy non-stationary channels.
Operation of the coder over the A W G N channel was subsequently considered.
Operating the BSC-based C O LSP trellis coder on an A W G N channel followed by
the M A P detection scheme detailed in Section 5.4 gives a worthwhile performance
increase. By imposing M A P detection the effective B E R is reduced allowing operation at a lower than designed B E R . Thus the largest gains are made by those
coders whose performance degrades most quickly as the noise level increases. These
are the coders designed for the lowest B E R s (especially the source coder). O n the
other hand, the higher the designed noise level, the lower the conditional entropy
and therefore the greater the gain to be expected from M A P detection. Hence a
useful gain is m a d e even for the high B E R optimised coders.
The C O trellis coder with optimum estimator decoder of Section 4.2 was then
considered and compared to the M A P detection scheme. The gain of the estimationbased system over the M A P detection system was not to the extent of the gain
achieved in previous chapters for the G M source. The use of the SDRMS

measure

most likely accounts for the discrepancy. In fact, for low noise designs the techniques
are essentially equivalent but at high noise designs the estimation-based system is
superior.
Finally, from an implementation point of view, the C O coder and M A P detector combination m a y offer advantages over the C O coder with estimator decoding.
The former uses the same Viterbi-searched trellis at the decoder as at the encoder
with approximately the same complexity. The complexity of the estimator decoder
appears to be much higher due to the exponential function (from the Gaussian density). While this was the case during simulations, the inclusion of such a function
in hardware on a D S P would eliminate this problem.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis consists of four main chapters. Section 6.1 gives brief summary of each
chapter outlining the main points and contributions. T h e author's publications are
also indicated. Section 6.2 offers suggestions and thoughts for future research.

6.1 Summary and Main Findings
Chapter 2 begins with an outline of where this work fits into a general communications system. This is followed by definitions of the channels of interest plus the
introduction of appropriate notation. A s u m m a r y of the relevant concepts of information theory and rate-distortion theory conclude the preliminaries. T h e concept
of channel-optimised source coding is introduced from a V Q perspective which is
followed by a literature review of the topic. T h e trellis source coder is the central
coding technique of this thesis. It offers performance close to any source coding technique and it is easily amenable to channel-optimisation. Following a description of
the coder the topic of decoder design is introduced from an estimation perspective.
Consideration is next given to a trellis source coder operating on a noisy channel.
A trellis source encoder is described that minimizes the expected distortion for a
given source, noisy channel and decoder. A n o p t i m u m trellis decoder is described,
again from an estimation perspective, which minimizes the distortion given that the
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signal is transmitted over a noisy channel. The combination of encoder and decoder
results in a joint system for a specific source and noisy channel.
A performance comparison is made on an equal rate and approximately equal
complexity basis between a trellis source coder, a CO version and the tandem

bination of source coder and channel coder [88]. This simple example serves to

illustrate that rate-constrained coding of a continuous source for transmissi

a noisy channel is possibly best accomplished with a CO source coder rather th

a pure source coder with or without channel coding. This section also compares

the robustness of CO trellis source coders to BERs different from the designe

rate. An important point is that the optimisation of a source coder for at lea
small channel noise level results in considerable gains across a large range
levels.

Chapter 3 introduces the issue of CO trellis source coding over the AWGN chan-

nel. The objective of this chapter is to operate the decoder at the same bit-

the encoder. The main consideration is antipodal signalling at a unitary codi

It is proposed that changes to the detector can improve a system's performance

The channel information entropy rate of some source coders operating on corre-

lated sources (such as the GM source) is known to be well below the coding rat

MAP sequence detection is a powerful alternative to the non a-priori informat

based ML detection. MAP detection is developed from first principles and cont
with a published, sub-optimum technique. An example is given which shows that

MAP detection can improve the performance of a CO trellis source coder designe
for ML detection.
An inconsistency exists, however, in that the encoder is not aware of the MAP
tector and is not truly minimizing the expected distortion over the channel.
the MAP detector acts as a BER reducing device which ultimately improves performance. A much-simplified MAP detector is introduced which an encoder can

account for. The detector is a decision feedback device with the same number o

states as the coder. Each state has a binary detector with two decision region

(coding rate equals 1 bit/sample). Ultimately the decoder is input hard decis
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information. A n encoder is given that can track the detector's operation and hence
minimize the distortion over the channel. The system is thus jointly designed. The
freedom in choosing different decision regions per state accounts for the improved
performance relative to M L detection. The downside is an increased computational
complexity at the encoder to account for what is essentially a channel with memory.
Following a detector/decoder design procedure a thorough examination is made
of the coder's performance with the G M source. It is found that the system performance is quite similar to that of a M L designed system operating with M A P
detection. Significantly, by replacing the D F detector with a M A P detector (but for
which the encoder is not designed) a further performance improvement is gained.
This system and some results are reported in [85]. This chapter demonstrates that
the inclusion of an a-priori information based detector can improve a C O coder's
performance relative to standard M L detection. However, such a detector complicates the joint design philosophy. The D F system shows that, with enough effort, a
joint system is possible.
Chapter 4 introduces a C O trellis coder, operating on an A W G N channel, that
uses soft decision channel information. The first consideration is a decoder accepting
4-level quantized channel information. This is a well known technique in channel
decoding but its extension to C O source coding is new. Symmetric quantization levels yield a binary-input, 4-ary output D M C specified by one parameter. Choosing
this parameter to minimize the expected distortion of the coder is found to be quite
close to that parameter which maximizes channel capacity. Performance results of
this coder indicate a significant improvement over the equivalent hard detection system. Additionally, the 4-ary system outperforms the D F system and approaches the
performance of the D F system with M A P detection. In contrast to the D F system,
the 4-ary system trades off increased decoder memory for improved performance.
Further increasing the number of quantization levels is not practical due to the
size of the decoder codebooks. The estimation-based codebook derivation was seen
to provide the optimum decoder for the discrete channel. The extension to the
continuous output channel is straightforward. The decoder is a non-linear estimator
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and is a function of the received channel information, the encoder centroids
index probabilities. Like a M A P detector the estimator decoder is seen to improve
the performance of a source coder operating on a noisy channel. A channel-optimised
encoder with estimator decoder is given and its performance is compared to previous
results. The system is seen to be superior to the D F system (with or without
M A P detection) and marginally superior to the 4-ary system. Hence it m a y be
established that 4-level quantization of the output information realises most of the
gain of infinite level quantization. In contrast to the 4-ary system, the memory
requirements of the estimator decoder are not a concern but the computational
complexity is substantially higher.
A 2 bits/sample, 2D vector trellis coder operates with the same complexity as the
scalar trellis yet offers greater freedom in mapping from encoder output bits to channel input symbols. Signalling on the 2D A W G N channel is considered with antipodal
(QPSK), constant energy (4PSK) and then average energy ( 4 Q A M ) constraints. A
design method is given for the constellation design problem. Such procedures allow
distortion costs associated with a signal point to be related to the signal point's position in the plane. A comparison of results indicate that the extension to a vector
alphabet yields a gain over scalar alphabets. The freedom afforded by modifying the
phase of the signal points yields additional gain as does modifying the energy of the
signal points. It is clear from the constellations found that a departure from Q P S K
is desirable. A comparison with the traditional combination of source coder and
T C M demonstrates the power of the proposed system. At high SNRs the systems
are similar but as the S N R drops the proposed system degrades gracefully and significantly outperforms the T C M systems. This chapter demonstrates the power of
using soft decision information within C O trellis coding. The vector trellis enables
greater freedom in choosing the signalling waveform thus representing a joint source,
channel and modulation design. It offers the best performance commensurate with
the more efficient use of channel capacity. A brief description of these systems and
some results are reported in [85] [84].
Chapter 5 concentrates on a practical application of C O trellis source coding.
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The L S P parameters of modern low bit-rate speech coders present an ideal vector
source for which C O trellis source coding is highly suited [86]. This is primarily
due to the strict bit-rate constraints, the high noise characteristics of the channel
and the requirement that coder complexity be low. A 33 bits/frame LSP coder is
introduced [87] [89] and its performance is favourably compared against a standard
scalar quantization scheme with and without channel coding. The scheme is proven
to run in real-time and has been applied to an alternative speech coding method

[82].
Consideration was given to operating this coder on the A W G N channel. Applying the M A P detector of Section 3.1 yielded a marked performance improvement
compared to the same scheme with M L detection. Replacing the decoder with an
estimation-based decoder (only antipodal signalling was considered) resulted in a
system whose performance was slightly superior to the M A P detection system.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work

This section gives some possible future extensions to the work presented here
indicates some interesting areas of research.
The D F detector can be viewed as a Viterbi-searched M A P detector with a
survivor length of one. Replacing the D F detector with a Viterbi-searched M A P
detector with a small survivor length (simulations reveal that a length of 2-3 realises
most of the M A P detection gain) would improve the detection performance. The
problem lies with the matching encoder. A look-ahead type search algorithm could
generate a sequence of channel outputs (equal in number to the survivor length),
evaluate the expected distortion and choose the best channel symbol to proceed with
(the M algorithm operates like this). Preliminary investigations suggest the chief
problems lie with the difficulty in evaluating transition probabilities and the large
increase in encoder complexity.
Signal point design for the 2 D vector trellis is difficult. This is primarily due to
the complex nature of the non-linear estimator decoder. It would be instructive to
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consider a sub-optimum estimator (eg. the linear mapping of [110] or a Taylor series

approximation) which could aid signal point design. On the other hand, the d

approximation approach of the 4-ary system could be extended to 2D signalli
vector alphabets; provided the memory costs could be accommodated. It would

interesting to see whether the capacity maximizing argument could be used f
(2D) quantization region design.

The LSP MAP detector uses first-order conditional symbol probabilities. Usin

higher order information would undoubtedly improve performance but at the c

of greatly increased memory and complexity. A possibly more fruitful invest
might include using inter-frame conditional probabilities. Once again some
of combating the high complexity would be needed.
Most low-rate LSP coders operate on a minimum Euclidean distance basis. For

low SDRMs this gives fairly good designs. It is clear, however, that the SDRMS

measure depends on the proximity of the poles of the synthesis filter to th

circle. Alternatively, the closeness of successive LSPs gives a reasonable i
of their sensitivity. With operation on a noisy channel, it would be useful

LSPs were afforded more protection at the expense of less protection for le

LSPs. For the CO trellis LSP coder this might be accomplished by weighting t

LSPs (in a manner similar to [72]) according to their sensitivity thus caus
encoder to adopt a different path mapping through the trellis.

The results of Section 4.3.4 indicate that in some instances a CO coder with

estimator decoding can outperform the tandem combination of source coder and

TCM. A good direction for future research might be to investigate the possi

producing a jointly designed source coder/TCM system. As with MAP detection,
however, the problem lies with matching the encoder to the Viterbi-searched
decoder.
To the author's knowledge, no attempt has been made to design a CO source

coder given a BER or noise-level probability density function (see however [
further generalisation could include a weighting function to place greater
on the coder's robustness to, say, very high noise-levels. Such a procedure
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be valuable for operation on non-stationary channels. While this work extends the
C O trellis coder to the A W G N channel, no consideration has yet been given to more
general Gaussian channels with correlated noise.
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Appendix A
CO Source Coding Properties
A.l

Properties

A number of properties are derived for the CO source coder. Similar properties have
appeared for the source coder [32, sec. 6.2] [22]. T h e application of these properties
to the C O trellis source coder requires a straightforward introduction of the channel
input and output random variables. In fact, the derivation is not specific to the
trellis coder but applicable to C O source coders in general1 (eg. V Q ) . A necessary
requirement for these properties is that the source and reproduction processes are
jointly stationary and ergodic. This allows the decoder centroid (2.37) to converge
to (2.36) as the length of the training sequence increases. Trellis coders, being
sliding-block coders, result in jointly stationary and ergodic source and reproduction
processes; subject to certain restrictions on the encoder symbol release strategy [34].
T h e following theorem holds:
Theorem:

Let a stationary and ergodic source Xn be encoded by the channel-

optimised trellis source coder into a per-letter channel input sequence Un . Let the
channel be a D M C whose output sequence is Vn. Let the reproduced source Xn =
c(Vn) and the overall distortion be Qn = Xn - Xn. Ii the source and reproduction
l

The notation reflects this
Actually, for the trellis, each source letter Xn is associated with the A'-tuple channel symbol

2

U„ which is referred to simply as Un', similarly for Vn
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processes are jointly stationary and ergodic, the following relationships hold:
E[X] = E[X]

(A.i)

E[QX)
E[Q2)

=

0

(A .2)

=

E[X2]-Y,E[X2\u]P(u)

(A.3)

u

Proof:

Using the formula for the optimal decoder x = c(v) (2.36)

E[X\ = £££|[A>,u]P(t,,u)
V

_

u

^^E[X\u]P(v\u)P(u)

p(v)

rr
=

[v)

^c{v)P{v)
v

= E[X]
and as a consequence E[Q] = 0.
The proof that E[QX] = 0 follows from the fact that
E[Xc(V)} = E[c(V)E[X\V]\
=

E[c2(V)\

=

E[X2}

The proof also follows from the orthogonality principle of non-linear estimato
sec. 8.3] which implies that the distortion is uncorrelated with the reproduction
process.
The last proof follows from expanding Q2n = (Xn — c(Vn))2 hence
E[Q2) = E[X2]-E[X2}

=

E[X2]-ZE[X2\u}P(u)
u

The term ^ [ X 2 ^ ] is one of the pre-calculated lookup table constants used by the
encoder (2.35). Hence with the a-priori knowledge of the encoder index probabilities
P(u) an estimate of the mean square error distortion m a y be obtained prior to
encoding.
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From these formulations it is easy to see that the distortion is always correlated
to the source, this follows from
E[QX] = E[X2} - E[X2]
=

E[Q2]

>

0

A.2 Distortion Components

It is well known that the overall distortion D = E[Q2} can be separated into
tion due to quantization and distortion due to the channel [14]. Thus D = Dq + Dc
where Dq is the distortion that would result if the channel was noiseless.
Theorem:
D = E[(X - c(V))2}
=

E[(X - c(U))2} + E[(c(U) - c(V))2]

=

D q + Dc

Proof:
D = E[(X - c(U) + c(U) - c(V))2}
=

E[(X - c(U))2} + E[{c{U) - c(V))2]

+

2E[(X - c(U))(c(U) - c(V)))

Thus it suffices to show that the last term equals zero. Expanding the expec
gives
E[Xc(U)] - E[Xc(V)} - E[c2(U)} + E[c(U)c(V)] = 0
as
E[Xc(U)} = E[c(U)E[X\U}} = E[c2(U)}
and
E[Xc(V)} = E(c(V)E[X\U}} = E[c(V)c(U)]

Appendix B
Capacity Approximation
Maximization of the capacity C of the binary-input, 4-ary output DMC
respect to 0 may be further simplified by noting the following approximation. Consider the approximation of the last two terms of (4.3)
-(Po + P3)log(Po + P3) - (Pi + P2)log(Pi + P2)
«

-PologP 0 -(Pi + P2)log(Pi)

giving
C * Ca = 1 + P2logP2 - P 2 bgPi + P3logP3

(B.l)

The approximation is useful for maximizing C with respect to 0 as the approximate
difference
C-Ca = PologP0 + (Pl+P2)logPl
-(Po + P3) log(Po + Ps) - (Pi + Pi) log(A + Pi)

* (Po+ P 3 ) l o g ( ^ ) + ( P l + P2)log (AT^)
= -(P3 + P2)
is independent of 0.
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T h e value of 0 maximizing C and Ca was performed with Matlab (using the
function fmin) for a variety of noise levels. Figure B.l shows the approximation

is valid for a wide range of noise levels. Asymptotically as the noise level tend

zero, the capacity-maximizing 0 tends to zero and the channel reverts to a noisel
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Figure B.l: Comparison of capacity-maximizing 0 using C and Ca

